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ABSTRACT

This papist reviews research on "educational media," that is,
the electronic hardware that constitutes an alternative to
teachers or printed lessons. Five kinds of hardware are
included: radio, television, computers, videodiscs, and hand-held
electronic devices.

Anzalone compares the various hardware in terms of cost and
effect on learning. However, adequate evaluat.Lon research has
been done only with respect to radio and instructional
television, and in these cases detailed information is presented.

Using the BRIDGES model of learning production, Anzalone's
diagram defines an education system by its interaction with
family and society. Family and society determine much of what
takes place in schools, but they are in turn effected by the
outcome of that schooling. The diagram also shows that
educational management and planning (as done by teachers,
principals, supervisors, etc.) is comprised of interrelated
factors that include: content, instructional materials, classroom
management, physical facilities, and learning technology.
Anzalone shows how the choice of learning technology influences
these other factors.

Several clear-cut conclusions can be drawn from this review.
The first is that television is not a cost-effective alternative,
in either rich or poor countries, in comparison with conventional
technologies based on classroom teachers. Countries that began
with instructional television in primary schools found them too
difficult and costly to manage, and have abandoned them. On the
other hand, ziglio_im_am_stagaimiLmumm_sajammo
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Anzalone notes that radio should not be seen primarily as a means
to replace teachers. On the contrary, the combination of radio
instruction--at per student costs close to that of a textbook--
with teacher training leads to significant gains in learning.

Also, none of the other kinds of instructional hardware have
yet been shown to be cost-effective in the production of learning
in primary schools. There is little evidence to justify the
enthusiasm for widespread introduction of microcomputers in
classrooms. Research in the United States suggests that while
computers help in some cases, particularly in practice and drill
on repetitive subjects, there is no evidence that they are a
cost-effective substitute for teachers.

Vid=discs are described as a sophisticated technology with
great potential that is beyond the reach of schools even in the
rich countries.

The review reports one systematic study on hand-held
electronisLdevices, which are small microprocessor driven devices
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that teach basic spelling and arithmetic to young learners.
These devices, which are relatively inexpensive if they can be
used over a period of time, were shown to be effective in one
country. No follow-up research has been done.

The last and most important conclusion to be drawn from this
review is that learning technologies based on hardware are by
themselves sterile. Unless they go hand in hand with
improvements in content, with increased use of instructional
resources, and with greater administrative support, they have
little chance of contributing to either the quality or the
quantity of primary education.

A companion to this paper, Using Soft Technolocies of
Learning for Primary Education in DeveloRing Countries, by
Sivsailam Thiagarajan and Aida L. Pasigna, reviews research on
those instructional technologies (such as new forms of classroom
organization) that do not require investments in hardware. That
paper and this one should be read together, as the "hard-soft"
distinction between instructional technologies is arbitrary:
together the papers provide a comprehensive coverage of what is
known about the effectiveness and costs of many kinds of
instructional technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of learning technologies may provide developing
nations with the means for extending access and improv.mg the
quality of education at substantially lower costs than
traditional means. By learning technologies we mean proceduros
and techniques based upon theories which help to design,
organize, deliver, and manage educational information and the
learning process. These procedures and techniques may or may not
be mediated through devices and instruments.

In a companion review, "Literature Review on the Soft
Technologies of Learning," we examine the procedures and
techniques--what sight be called the "soft" aspect--of learning
technology. But for the present review, we want to focus on the
devices aspect of learning technology, or the electronic media
used to automate, enhance, or extend parts of the learning
process. We refer to this "hard" aspect of learning technology
as, instructional/ hardware.

Since the purpose of this review is to determine how and to
what extent instructional hardware is or might be significantly
involved in primary education, we do not address distance
education projects at the post-primary level or primary school
equivalency programs for older students--areas where
instructional hardware has been used with considerable success.

We define instructional hardware as electronic presenters of
instructional sequences that are significant enough in scope and
curricular importance to constitute an alternative to lessons
usually provided by teachers or textbooks and similar printed
materials. In some cases, the wider concept of educational media
can and will be used interchangeably with instructional hardware.

We look specifically at the use of radio, television,
computers, videodiscs, and hand-held electronic devices to
support primary school education in developing countries.

Our reasons for focusing on these five possibilities are
discussed below.

We recognize that--since, for example, we learn from
television programs and not from televisionlooking at
instructional hardware per se is problematic. The literature is
often vague about the content or method that is being delivered,
either because it is believed that these are less important than
the attributes of the medium itself or because of an
understandable and often premature desire to generalize about the
potential educational value of the medium--especially for guiding
policy or investment decisions. We elaborate later in the review
on the confounding influence of method on the medium.

6
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We begin the Laview by discussing how we conducted our
literature search and our selection of instructional hardware to
be examined. We then orient our review within the framework of
the BRIDGES learning model. Our discussion highlights some major
issues involved in comparing and generalizing from research on
instructional hardware in developing countries. Finally, we
review evidence and draw conclusions about each type of
instructional hardware with respect to whether their introduction
would permit an education system to reduce costs while
maintaining coverage and quality.

II. HOW THE LITERATURE SEARCH WAS CONDUCTED

Our review is based upon a search of a disparate body of
literature, mostly written in the U.S., that includes books,
articles, unpublished research reports, project evaluations, and
bibliographies. We conducted on-line searches of the DIALOG
databases (including ERIC, Dissertation Abstracts International,
PsycINFO, and SOCIAL SCISEARCH) and obtained abstracts of
relevant literature. Microfiche versions of several key
documents were obtained. In general, we did not find these
databases to be a good source of information on instructional
hardware in developing countries.

Advice and documents were received from specialists
including John Mayo, Jamesine Friend, Jean Meadowcroft, Klaus
Gelder Michael Laflin, Clifton Chadwick, Judy Brace, Peter King,
Maurice Imhoof, Tom Eisemon, and Noel McGinn. Jim Hoxeng and
Julianne Gilmore of the Office of Education, Bureau for Science
and Technology of the U.S. Agency for International Development,
helped us obtain several important documents. We also obtained
leads (and confirmation of a lack of Third World literature on
educational applications of computers! from participants in the
UNESCO/Stanford symposium on "Computers in Education: The Role
for International Research" held in Palo Altc in March, 1986.

The literature we found is identified in the bibliography.
Cooper (1984) warns of two threats to validity associated with
gathering data for literature reviews: (a) not locating all
studies pertinent to the topic of interest, and (b) elements or
individuals in the retrieved studies not representing all
individuals or elements in the target population. We tried to
minimize the first threat by circulation of this draft to other
investigators in the field to determine what may have been
missing. The second threat is not so easily dealt with. Not all
characteristics of primary school pupils in developing countries
are represented by the studies reviewed, and it is difficult to
see how they could be.
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III. SELECTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL HARDWARE

All of the instructional hardware considered in this review,
are examples of what Schramm (1973) called "big media." In making
this definition, Schramm considers complexity of design and
production, the size of the audience, possible educational
significance, and the complexity of support necessary for success
in school settings. "Big media" originated in systems for
communications, entertainmont, advertising, computation, and data
storage and retrieval--not as educational tools.

This review looks at various kinds of instructional hardware
capable of providing a significant equence of instruction and
used as an alternative or supplement to lessons provided by
teachers or textbooks and similar printed materials. This
excludes various audiovisual devices or objects a teacher might
use in a lesson to aid comprehension, stimulete imagination, or
otherwise occupy a student's time. We include educational films
and filmstrips in this category, since their role in primary
school instruction has usually been to enrich or supplement
regular lessons.

We consider kinds of instructional hardware that are or
might one day be feasible for primary schools in developing
countries. This is a subjective determination. It is
conditioned by the way the instructional hardware is used, and
does not suggest that all instructional hardware will be feasible
in all schools in all countries. The following kinds of
instructional hardware are examined:

o Radio. Radio is the instructional hardware
most widely used in primary schools in
developing countries. Radio includes both
commercial and public broadcast channels.
Audiocassettes provide instruction similar to
lessons broadcast by rtdio. So far, they do
not appear to have been widely used for
primary education in developing countries.
The same holds true for audiovisual
combinations like audiovision or radiovision.

o Television. Television has been much less
widely used than radio for primary education
in developing countries. There are, however,
several important national experiments with
educational television. We limit ourselves
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to instructional television related to the
school curriculum and not children's "open
broadcast" programs with incidental or
deliberate educational content.
Videocassettes are now becoming common
throughout the Third World. They free
educational television from rigid broadcast
schedules and thereby make television a more
convenient (although more expensive) medium
for classroom use.

=miters. The use of computers in primary
ducation in developing countries is not yet
widespread. Growing interest in computers,
recognition of their impact on soclety,
falling prices of hardware, and the
"demonstration effect" of their increasing
use in developed countries are likely to
cause this to change, especially in well-
equipped urban schools.

o Videodiscs. Videodiscs are just now on the
horizon for use in education in countries
like the U.S. Their use in some primary
schools in developing countries is admittedly
speculative but not inconceivable at this
time. Developments with mass storage CD ROM
(compact disc read-only memory) technology
could make this a possibility in some places
and could woll be offered in the school
library of the future.

o Band-held Electronic Devices. Hand-held
electronic learning devices include
microprocessor-driven drill and practice aids
like the Speak & Spell and pocket
calculators. Despite their relatively low
cost and ease of operation, their use in
instruction in developing countries has so
far received little attention.

There are other kinds of instructional hardware that have
been used effectively, often in combination with other media, in
classrooms and distance teaching programs both in developed and
developing countries. Bates (1982) provides a good discussion of
the range of delivery media and comparative advantages of
different systems. Some instructional hardware that might prove
useful for edu:ation in developed countries has had little or no
application at the primary school level in developing countries.
We do not consider several varieties of instructional hardware
that have been or might soon be used in developed countries or

9
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for distance education at post-primary levels in developing
countries, including teleconferencing, telephones, two-way radio,
videotext, teletext, interactive cable, computer-augmented
television, electronic blackboards, still-picture television, and
slow-scan television. Similarly, the use of satellites is not
considered, since we consider satellites as carriers rather than
as presenters of instruction.

IV. A MODEL OF LEARNING

The purpose of this review is to determine how and to what
extent learning technology is or might be useful in primary
education in developing countries. We ask whether the learning
technology cum instructional hardware variables really need to be
included in a model of learning separately from, say, the
instructional content and materials variables, and whether the
alternative or supplementary instruction provided by these
systems adds to the explanative or predictive power of the model.

The BRIDGES theoretical model of learning production (see
diagram on the next page) situates the educational system in a
position where it can prevent "social origin" from deterwining
"social destiny." At the perimeter of the educational system is
the set of management and planning functions that steers the
mystem. Within the perimeter are schools. Within schools are
blocks of variables (including learning technology) that may be
involved in the production of learning. These variables interact
with each other and with inputs--skills, aspirations, and
knowledge brought to sdhool from the family and community and
policies and resources supplied by society. The production of
learning results in values, skills, and knowledge returning to
the family and society. These outcomes are produced with varying
degrees of effectiveness and efficiency.

1. "Nithin_fichml!Ailatimishign
Both intuition and the literature suggest that the most

important relationship between the use of instructional hardware
and other "within school" variables is the relationship with
instructional management. Indeed, the literature is rich with
examples of the insufficient attention paid to this relationship
and the disastrous consequences of this neglect.

The two most important aspects of the relationship between
use of instructional hardware and instructional management are
teacher acceptance of the technology and teacher competence in
its use.

Teacher acceptance seems to depend to some extent on the
type of, and the purpose to which instructional hardware is being

1 0
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applied. The introduction of new technology in the production of
learning, as in the productiou of other social products, often
anticipates a substitution of capital for labor in order to
achieve a net reduction in cost. The substitution of
instructional hardware for labor in educational settings proves
to be economical when more highly trained teachers can be
replaced by less trained (and lower paid) teachers, or when there
is less frequent contact between teacher and student (Jamison and
Orivel, 1982). In many instances, the relationship between
teachers and the use of alternative instructional hardware may be
fundamentally antagonistic. Our review treats the substitution
of capital for labor as a policy issue rather than as a classroom
management issue.

We believe that the most important question about teacher
acceptance is the following:

Does different instructional hardware meet
with and sustain different levels of teacher
acceptance?

The second aspect of the relationship between instructional
management and the use of instructional hardware has to do witi:
what is necessary to operate the system. This involves both the
teacher's existing knowledge and skills as well as whetsver
additional training or orientation is required to operate
instructional hardware. There is considerable variation here,.
Some teachers have been oriented to a new curriculum delivered by
radio in as little as three hours. However, to prepare them for
a more complex intervention, say, to teach LOGO, considerably
more training ts required. The most important questions are:

o What knowledge and skills are required of
teachers to use ihstructional hardware and,
perhaps, to learn a new instructional role?

o Do knowledge and skills gained by the teacher
from working with instructional hardware
transfer to areas where such hardware is not
being used?

A second important "within school" relationship is between
the use of instructional hardware and content.

The questions which should be addressed are:

o How readily are the various school subjects taught
by different kinds of instructional hardware?

o Does this vary with grade level?

o Does use of instructional hardware permit (or

13
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dictate) adding or deleting content in the
curriculum or acquiring skills within a
subject that are either now or possible at an
e arlier age?

The third "within school" relationship is between the use of
instructional hardware and instructional materials. The
important questions we consider are the following:

o How effectively and how cheaply can
e lectronic messages substitute for printed
messages?

o What visual supports are necessary for audio
media and vice versa?

The final "within school" relationship is between
instmctional hardware and the physical facilities of the school.
Clearly/ the condition of school facilities, especially lack of
electricity, would rule out the use of some instructional
hardware and constrain the use of others For many people,
policy makers, and teachers, poor facilities often render
incongruous the introduction of alternative instructional
hardware. The face validity of the priority of improving basic
facilities over the introduction of instructional hardware is
powerful. Investments in improved school facilities are likely
to be made for reasons apart from school achievement and apart
from accommodating or facilitating the use of alternative
instructional hardware. The important research question appears
to be how alternative instructional hardware can or cannot be
made to operate in the typically abject conditions of remote
rural or crowded urban schools.

2. fighook:rjaily_Raatjanakim
The BRIDGES model (page 6) highlights the reci;rocal process

by which skills, aspirations, and knowledge are brought to school
by the student and values, skills, and knowledge return to the
family and community. With respect to the first of these, the
major questions are: Do factors beyond a student's contzto, such
as socioeconomic background, ethnicity, gender, mother tongue, or
geographic location of his/her home affect entry into school,
continuation of schooling, and what is learned while in chool?
To what extent are these changed or reinforced by the use of
alternative instructional hardware in instruction?

Issues related to how values, skills, and knowledge return
to the family and community are not generally treated in the -

literature. It is difficult enough to measure the gross effects
of either schooling or the content of particular school subjects
on family or community life. It would be extremely difficult to
disentangle or even detect the effects of what may be very
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limited contact with instruction provided by any kind of
instructional hardware.

3. figliggiallipa
A student needs certain skills, values, and knowledge to

participate in adult life. These skills are to a large extent
manifest while in school and, after leaving school, affect and
are affected by social and economic life.

It is the latter part of this process that is of most
interest to policy makers. It is the former part, however, that
receives attention in the literature. Apart from the occasional
speculation that exposure to media in schools contributes to a
weakening of traditional rural values, causing a drift to the
cities, there appear to be few attempts to examine the oxternal
efficiency" of instruction provided by instructional hardware.
As was argued above, if long-term effects resulting from what is
often episodic contact with alternative instructional hardware do
occur, they would be extremely difficult to detect. The problem
of assessing the external efficiency of learning associated with
alternative instructional hardware is particularly germane in the
case of the newer devices, where the introduction of computers
into education is often preparation for the economic and social
possibilities engendered by the rapidly developing global
information society. These claims are only beginning to be
examined in countries like the United States (Carnoy et al.,
1986).

The use of other instructional hardware has largely been
predicated on the more modest claims that they affect learning or
internal efficiency within schools. The variables most
frequently treated in the literature are achievement in different
subjects, attendance, repetition of grades, and continuation in
school. Often, there are measures of attitude toward a school
subject or the instructional hardware itself. The adequa(4 of
these measures and the difficulties in comparing them with the
effects of conventional teaching is discussed in the following
section. The notion of internal efficiency could be treated as a
"within school" consideration. We treat it in this section in
order to keep discussion of outcomes in the same place and to
emphasize that interncl efficiency is something wider than
classroom proceee, and something closely related to policies and
resources.

The policiss and resources that determine the use of
instructional hardwars in schools are also of fundamental
importance. An undevstanding of how policies --or perhaps more
accurately, actions of policy makers--affect the selection,
introduction, and continued use of instructional hardware is
essential and largely lacking in the literature. Perhaps the
single most important question here is:

1
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o Has the introduction of instructional hardware found a
sustained or expanded place in national educational
policies?

The fact that particular resources are needed for
instructional hardware is of indisputable importance. This fact
has received considerable attention, and this literature is
considered throughout the review.

At the level of policies and resources, two questions are
import:Ant:

o Has the introduction of an alternative
instructional hardware permitted a
substitution of lower skilled (and lower
paid) instructional personnel or a reduced
role for the teacher in the improvement of
instruction or extension of schooling?

o Where introduction of instructional hardware does not
permit the substitution of capital for labor, what are
the additional educational costs and their
implications?

V. ISSUES

There are two issues of special importance that make it
difficult to determine whether instructional hardware can
contribute significantly to the learning in schools: the medium
versus method issue and the equivalence of costs and outcomes
issue.

1. ThsAsslimaLyirimiktjualum
Advocates of the use of media in education often point to

various attributes of the media as being particularly
facilitative of learning. They cite such things as the immediacy
and liveliness of radio, the ability of television to command and
hold attention and to provide camplex visual stimuli, and the
capability of computers to offer immediate and individualized
feedback. Explanations for poor reoults from particular
instructional media often cite the failure of the instructional
designers to make good use of the features of the medium.

There are those who dispute the claim that various features
of media affect learning. Clark (1983, p.445) argues that
current summaries and meta-analyses of media and learning studies
suggest that "media do not influence learning under any
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conditions." He contends that in the instances where large
changes in student achievement have been associated with the use
of media, such as (and this is his example) with educational
television in El Salvador, the changes are attributable to
clurriculum reform and not the medium. Clark insists that better
performance associated with use of media is explained by the
confounding effects of instructional method, and to a lesser
extent, novelty effects.

Others take exception with Clark's hypothesis. Petrovich
and Tennyson (1984) argue that the meta-analyses Clark uses
involved classroom studies without adequate controls to test his
hypothesis, that Clark did not adequately take intc account how
various components of the huuan information processing system
affect learning, and that recent evidence from computer-assisted
instruction studies do not support his view.

The medium versus method issue is clearly relevant to the
literature on instructional hardware in developing countries.
Howver, it is often difficult to determine what ^astructional
method is being used in a particular media application and
hazardous to generalize about what methods work best with what
media. In an application where the method is well-defined, such
as the interactive radio method, there is likely to be wide
agreement with Clark, that the outcomes are attributable to use
of the interactive method specifically rather than to the medium
of radio generally. For policy makers in developing countries
the medium versus method issue may not be critical. Even if it
can be shown that it is an instructional method rather than a
medium that is responsible for gains in student achievemnt, the
use of media may often be the only means to deliver the method
efficiently.

2. Equivalence of Comte and Outcomes
Critics of the use of instructional hardware in developing

countries raise several related questions about how costs and
outcomes are analyzed and inUtrpreted. Carnoy and Levin (1975)
argue that evaluators' "modes of analysis" have possibly been
contaminated because of the advocacy positions taken with respect
to the media being evaluated and because of their close
associations with the agencies that have sponsored both the
implementation and evaluation of projects being examined. Emery
(1985) takes a similar view.

Carnoy and Levin (p.387) identify two types of bias in the
evaluations of various applications of instructional hardware in
education in developing countries: (a) the use of "deficient
data" when they favor instructional technology over traditional
alternatives, a phenomenon they refer to as "benefit-of-the-
doubt" bias, and (b) "narrowing of the scope of analysis to those
items on the agenda of the sponsoring agency while ignoring other

1 7
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effects."

Carnoy and Lavin (p.388) submit that cost analyses of
applications of instructional technology are faulty because "in
almost every case the reported costs of instructional
technologies are understated relative to their true costs."
According to them, this results from basing cost estimations upon
"drawing board" approaches, which, they contend, are invariably
lower than actual costs. Moreover, they suggest that cost
estimations tend to ignore costs of such things as "contributed
facilities" and technical assistance costs associated with
development of the instruction to be provided.

The second bias identified by'Carnoy and Levin (p.391) is
the use of "a narrow Aasure of educational attainment" which
tends to "overstate the attractiveness" of the technology being
evaluated. Thdy argue that the outcomes of education go far
beyond performance on measures of reading and mathematics. This
is, they note:

an especially serious problem in a cost-effectiveness
study because the evaluation instruments are invariably
designed to compare the instructional approaches on the
basis of what the instructional technology is designed
to achieve rather than the far larger outcomes that the
traditional systems of instruction focus on. (p. 391)

We believe that these contentions should be taken as
important cautions in interpreting the literature on the use of
instructional hardware to support primary education in developing
countries. However, two points should be made. First, cost
analyses that have appeared subsequent to the time period with
which Carnoy and Levin were concerned appear to approach
estimation of "true costs" by taking into account actual costs
and fixed costs for instructional development (see, for example,
Jamison, (lees, and Wells, 1978; Jamison and McAnany, 1978;
Leslie and Jamison, 1980). Second, although few would disagree
that educational outcomes include more than performance on
achievement tests in reading and mathematics, ths importance
assigned to these attainments by educational systems all over the
world makes it difficult to accept the idea that emphasis on
these outcomes in evaluations is a self-serving "narrowing" of
the educational process by the advocates of instructional
technology. In recent evaluations a the use of instructional
hardware, there does appear to be sensitivity to the issue of
whether an equivalent range of educational outcomes is being
compared (see, for example, Friend and Kozlow, 1985).
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VI. COMPAING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES

Our attempt to determine whether and how instructional
hardware can be significantly involved in the production of
learning in primary schools in developing countries requires that
we evaluate and summarize information about educational outcomes.
There are enormous difficulties in producing a synthesis of
research findings fram studies involving the use of different
media since applications have been undertaken in different
countries, at different points in the educational process, and
for different educational purposes.

In the past several years, research reviews have made
increasing use of quantitative meta-analytical procedures for
evaluating and summarizing research on educational outcomes. One

of the most widely used methods of meta-analysis is the
statistical measure called effect size. This is a comparison of
differences between an experimental and control group. The
effect size is simply the difference between the means of the
experimental and control group divided by the standard deviation
of the control group (Glass, 1977; Glass, McGaw, and Smith,
1981).

Walberg (1984b, p.216) describes the advantages of using
effect sizes:

Effect sizes permit a rough calibratior of comparisons
across tests, contexts, subjects, and other
characteristics of studies. The estimates, however,
are affected by the variances in the groups, the
reliabilities of the outcomes, the match of curriculum
with outcome measures, and a host of other factors,
whose influences, in some cases, can be estimated
specifically or generally. Although effect sizes are
subject to distortions, they are the only explicit
means of comparing the sizes of effects in primary
research that employs various outcome measures on
nonuniform groups. They are likely to be necessary
until an advanced theory and science of educational
measurement develops ratio measures that are directly
comparable across studies and populations.

Effect sizes are expressed in standard deviation units.
Although this is often not readily understood by persons without

a background in research, effect sizes can be expressed in terms
of changes in percentiles. For example, the meta-analysis of 32
research studies on the effects of computer-assisted instruction
on achievement of elementary school students in the United States
conducted by Kulik, Kulik, and Bangert -Drowns (1985), found an
average effect size of .47. This maans that the use of computer-
assisted instruction had the effect of raising the mean of pupil

19
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achievement from the 50th percentile, which would be average
performance without computer-assisted instruction, to the 68th
percentile of that group. In interpreting effect sizes, Walberg
(1984b, p.222) reports that from samples of recent educational
research, an effect size of .20 (equivalent to raising the mean
from the 50th to the 58th percentile) is about average and one of
.45 is "considered large and exceeds about 84% of those typically
found in educational research." Research syntheses undertaken by
Walberg (1984a, p.23) show, for example, that IQ has a strong
effect on learning with an effect size of .71. Similarly, of
various methods used in instruction, reinforcement or reward for
correct performance had the largest overall impact, with an
effect size of 1.17 (equivalent to raising means from the 50th to
the 88th percentile).

We have attempted in this review to use effect sizes to
evaluate and compare achievement gains reported in the literature
on the use of instructional hardware in primary education in
developing countr1es. In the present draft, we are limited to
the interactive radio vise studies, where evaluations provide
necessary information.1

For purposes of formulating educational policy and
allocating resources within educational systems in developing
countries, the important question to be answered is: How large
an effect is required to make use of instructional hardware
compelling? Is an effect size of .45 (or, raising the mean from
the 50th to about the 68th percentile) --judged to be large in
developed countrieslarge enough to motivate policy makers in a
developing country to undertake a major investment and
reorganization of school instruction?

VII. SELECTED INSTRUCTIONAL HARDWARE

The possibilities for using instructional hardware to
improve or extend education in developing countries have been
consistently acknowledged since the 1960s. Perhaps the landmark
endeavor of the early era was the four part series New
Educational Media in Action (1967), edited by Wilbur Schramm.
This collection included three volumes of case studies and a
synthesis entitled The New Media: Memo to Educational Planners
(Schramm et al., 1967). These books emerged from a project
undertaken by UNESCO's International Institute for Educational
Planning under a contract from the U.S. Agency for International
Development. The series includes twenty three cases studies from

1This was made possible through discussions and sharing of
information with Jamesine Friend, Peter Spain, and Julianne Gilmore.
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seventeen countries and covers a wide range of educational

applications for tha use of radio and television. The wide

analytical sweep of these documents, their great readability,

their generally upbeat appraisal of the educational possibilit.

for the "new" media have set the tone for international

discussions for years to come.

At least twenty years have passed since radio and televisi

emerged as possible transformers of education in developing

countries. At a time when we are still trying to assess the

effects of what has been called the "first electronic

revolution," by considering whether instructional hardware,

especially radio, will or should play a wider role in primary

education, the "second electronic revolution" (computers,

videodiscs, and similar devices) is already arriving at the door

of schools in thesis countries.

We look now at the literature on specific instruccional

hardware: radio, television, computers, videodiscs, and hand-held

learning devices. We look retrospectively at developing

countries' experience with radio and television and

futuristically at the possibilities for computers, videodiscs,

and hand-held learning aids. Our treatment of radio 3s the most

detailed at this point.

1. Wig
Radio signals have come to reach increasingly large numbers

of citizens in developing countries. Between 1965 and 1982, the

number of radio receivers per thousand inhabitants has, for

example, grown from 12 to 131 in Indonesia and !rom 11 to 177 in

Sierra Leone (UNESCO, 1904). McAnany (1973) was correct when,

more than a decade ago, he described radio as the "most universal

mass medium of communication."

With improvements in the processes of manufacturing

receivers and developments in the us4 of transistors and

batteries, radio became affordable,
portable, and practical--

even in remote regions. Radio has, since the 1960s, played a

varied and important role in social and economic development

efforts. There is extensive literature describing applications

of radio, often in combination with other media, to agricultural

extension and farmer education, adult literacy and basic

education, health, nutrition, population education, and family

planning. (See, for example, Clearinghouse on Development

Communication, 1978; 1982.)

Radio has also been used in various ways in classrooms in

developing countries, including primary school instruction. In

the 1960s, Thailand emerged as an example of how the primary

school curriculum could be enriched at relatively low cost

through radio broadcasts. In 1967, about 800,000 pupils were
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receiving radio lessons in several subjects (UNESCO, 1967). The
experience in Thailand is summarized on page 23, a.c. We discuss
various aspects of Thailand's experience later in this section
and in connection with the questions raised related to the
BRIDGES model.

In 1972, UNESCO's International Commission on the
Development of Education noted this about radio:

People often seem to be deterred by the reputedly
greater efficiency of other media which, however, have
the major defect, compared with radio, of being unable
to hope for such widespread distributionor anything
like it--for a long time to come. The very low cost
and adequate reliability in all climates of miniature
transistor radios mean that radio broadcasting should
more and more be recognized as a particularly suitable
medium for educational purposes (Faure et al., 1972,
p.122).

Radio's potential for delivering education in school was
not, and perhaps is still not, apparent to all educators. As the
Faure Commission noted, the attractiveness of television largely
pre-empted consideration of radio as an educational tool in many
places. Moreover, radio is not now widely used in classrooms in
the early industrialized societies, thus precluding any kind of
"emulation effect" to stimulate applications in developing
countries.

The early promise of radio related closely to some of its
attributes as a communication medium that offered potential
advantages for instruction. These included radio's liveliness
and immediacy and its apparent ability to require concentration
of attention and mental effort on the part of students. Schramm
et al. (1967) cited four other potential advantages:

Radio can spread and equalize learning
opportunities while raising educational
quality

o The old media such as textbooks could share
the substance of teaching; the new media like
radio can share the dynamics of teaching

o Radio can provide demonstrations to schools
that could not otherwise afford them

Radio's potential was seen by Jamison and McAnany (1978,
p.12) to fall into three cetegories: "improving educational
quality and relevance; lowering educational costs (or the rate of
increase of costs); and improving access to education,
particularly in rural areas."

22
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These were formulations of educational potential and not an
assessment of effects observed through research. The early
empirical "basis" for the effectiveness of radio is outlined in
Jamison and McAnany (1978). They cite the survey by Chu and
Schramm (1967), which concludes that under proper conditions

students can learn from any of the media that were currently
available and that not only is a visual channel not always
necessary for learning, sometimes it can interfere with it.

These conclusions were shared by Forsythe (1970). Jamison,

Suppes, and Wells (1974, p.33-34) reached similar conclubions but
admit that the empirical basis for these conclusions was small:

Radio has been used extensively for formal classroom
instruction in the United States (more in the past than

in the present) and elsewhere. There exist, however,
only a limited number of mood evaluations of the
effectiveness:: of instructional radio. These
evaluations indicate that instructional radio can be
used to teach most subjects as effectively as a live
classroom teacher or ITV.

The radio initiatives and the case studies reported during
the 19705 were helpful in moving from an assessment of potential

to an assessment of effects, even if the information collected on
learning outcomes was often sparse or potentially unreliable.
Two rich case studies came from Mexico: the Tarahumara Radio
Schools (Schmelkes de Sotelo, 1972; 1977) and MexiJan

Radioprimaria (Spain, 1977). Insightful commentaries on these

case studies followed in Jamison and McAnany (1978). To

facilitate our present analysis, these case studies have been
broken down into summary form on the following pages.

Both of the Mexican radio initiatives were atteLpts to
develop low cost extensions of primary education in underserved

areas. Both used radio for direct rather than supplemental
teaching and for several subjects. Both report achievement data

that, if not clearly indicative of radio's effectiveness, at

least point in that direction. Each project failed in one of its

principal objectives: the Tarahumara schools failed to promote

much equity among a disadvantaged sub-population and

Radioprimaria essentially failed in its objective to use radio as

a substitute for hiring more teachers in a school. Both projects

demonstrated that receiving radio signals and keeping radio sets
functioning properly were matters not to be taken lightly by

educational planners. Despite the promise shown by these two

efforts, both were abandoned and seem to have fallen victim to

the prevailing disenchantment with formal education witnessed

during the 1970s.

Two similar initiatives undertaken during the 1970s are

23
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reported in the literature: the Paraguay Rural Radio Education
Project and the Shuar Radio Schools of Ecuador. (Information on
these initiatives was not complete enough to allow us to prepare
detailed summaries.)

The Shuar Radio Schools aimed at providing more relevant arua
culturally sensitive education to the school children of the
Shuar Indians of Ecuador. (The information on these snhoola is

drawn from the Clearinghouse on Development Communication's
[1982] Project Profiles, p.39-40). The few Shuars who had been
trained as teachers were used as radio teachers, and other Shuars
were used as paraprofessionals. Enrollments in the Shuar Radio
Schools gl.-ew from 486 (1972-73) to 3100 (1978). The Radio
Schools demonstrated high pass rates, which declined somewhat
with expansion of the -system from 97.4% (1972-73) to 84.5% (1976-

77). The Radio Schools also apparently reduced the drop-out rate
from 30% in the conventional schools that were replaced to a

level described as "minimal."

As of 1986, according to the Ministry of Education in
Ecuador, the Shuar Radio Schools continue to operate.

The Rural Radio Education Project in Paraguay was an
unsuccessful attempt in the 19700 to app:y radio to the task of
delivering primary education (to adults as well aa children) in

rural areas. According to the Clearinghouse on Development
Communication (Project Profiles, 1982), the project, like the
Shuar Radio Schools, took a bilingual approach and attempted to
develop a route for rural children and adults to obtain a

complete primary education. The project was terminated when AID
funding ended.

The major breakthrough in the use of radio for primary
education also took place during the 1970s. This was the Radio
Mathematics Project in Nicaragua, sponsored by USAID and
undertaken by Stanford University's Institute for Mathematical
Studies in the Social Sciences. This effort laid the groundwork
for later applications of radio that would come to be called
"interactive radio."

The model for radio instruction developed in Nicaragua (this
and the other interactive radio cases are outlined on the
following pages) applied empirically-validated techniques for

developing and testing radio lessons. Radio was used for direct
instruction and not curriculum enrichment. What was distinctive
about the approach in Nicaragua was the conversational form
followed by the radio teacher, who would elicit several oral
responses (often 100 per half hour lesson) from students in the
radio classroom. Although the instruction provided by the radio
was essentially one-way, the frequent student responses and
feedback provided in anticipation of these responses by the radio
teacher is arguably a form of interaction. Paisley and Chen
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(1983, p.9) define interactivity as the ratio of user activity to
system activity. By this criterion, the interactive model does
appear to distinguish itself from other applications of radio to
primary education in developing countries.

The Nicaraguan effort and the subsequent Radio Language Arts
Project in Kenya, the Thai.Basic Skills Pilot Project, and the
Radio Language and Radio-Assisted Community Basic Education
(RADECO) Project in the Dominican Republic constitute a
concentrated effort to explore the effects of a single
instructional medium foJused on the early years of primary school
across several subjects and countries. The cases, which are
summarized on the preceding pages, have been rich in information
and provide the best empirical evidence to date of radio's
effectiveness as an instructional tool in primary education in
developing countries. (The Nicaragua experience is described in
Suppes, Searle, and Friend, 1978; Friend, Searle, and Suppes,
1980; Friend, 1985; the Kenya experience is described in Oxford
et al., 1986; Christensen, 1985; Friend and Kemmerer, 1985; the
Thailand experience is described in Galda, 1985; Friend, Galda,
and Searle, 1979; and Sang-jan, 1982; the RADECO experience is
described in Hanssen, Kozlow, and Olsen, 1983; Helwig and Friend,
1985; Friend, 1984; Sanguinetty, 1985; Walker, 1986; the
interactive model is also discussed in Block, 1983; Searle,
1983.)

Radio lessons for primary school science following the
interactive radio model are to be developed and tested in Papua
New Guinea during the next few years. There will also be
replications or adaptations of the interactive radio model in
other countries during the next few years under AID's Radio
Learning Project.

If the interacti-e radio experience is well-documented, the
same cannot be said for educational radio as a whole in
developing countries. Hawkridge and Robinson (1982) mention
that, "Almost every country claims to use educational radio or
educational television or both." UNESCO (1984), in reporting
statistical data collected from member states, indicates the
number of hours of radio broadcasting "devoted to a specific
curriculum." However, it is not reportei how much of this is for
education at different levels. So, for the majority of
developing countries, we really do not know how radio is being
used in primary ducation and with what consequences.

Summary of Results
In this section, we summarize the outcomes of the radio case

studies under the headings of instructional management, content,
instructional materials, operational outcomes, equity,
effectiveness, internal efficiency, external efficiency,
sustainability, and costs.
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Ingtructional Manaqemant. Our interest here is in hov
radio, when used as an alterrative to lessons usually provided by
the teacher, fits into the classroom. Numerous issues could be
addressed in this connection, but we limit our attention to
questions of teacher acceptance of radio use and what new skills
are necessary for teachers to use radio.

From our case summaries, it appears that teachers generally
accepted the use of radio in the classroom. /n Mexico, almost
half the Radioprimaria teadhers expressed the belief that using
radio ac an aid to instruction was superior to direct teaching
alone. Teachers' acceptance of radio was also positive in
Nicaragua, Kenya, and Thailand.

The use of radio vilquired teachers to play a new
instructional role. In all the cases we studied, responsibility
for direct instruction was taken from the classroom teacher and
assigned to the radio teacher. The classroom teacher was
expected to prepare children for broadcasts, distribute
accompanying materials, and provide help during the lessons. In
many cases, there were postbroadcast activities for the teacher
to conduct.

Where we have information, ve find that teachers were
prepared to undertake these tasks in anywhere from three hours
(Nicaragua) to three days (Thailand and the Dominican Republic).
We found that this preparation worked even thouvh the educational
background of teachers usually was weak (10 to 11 years of
schooling in Kenya and Nicaragua or a very weak 3 to 9 years in
the Dominican Republic).

A final question related to instructional management: Did
the use of radio in one subject lead to improved teaching in
other subjects? This has not received a good deal of explicit
attention in the literature. It is often unclear what is
expected te transfer- -possibly a modeling of more active methods
and the use of reinforcement.

We do find some evidence of teachers expressing the view
that the use of radio has helped them become better teachers.
Perhaps a more important question is whether it is really
desirable for a teacher to model classroom instruction on radio
instruction. Friend (1980, p.xviii) puts it this way:

Do teachers learn new pedagogical techniques from
radio? (We have some anecdotal and observational
evidence that they do, but the techniques they learn
are sometimes imitations of techniques that are well-
suited to radio but not ideal for human teachers.)

Content. Radio has been used to teach almost all school
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subjects offered at the primary level. From the different cases
we looked at, which permit a limited number of comparisons, we
might tentatively conclude that radio seems to be most successful
in teaching mathematics. The evidence from Kenya strongly
suggests, perhaps not surprisingly, that radio is a good means
for teaching language-learning and listening skills. So far,
teaching reading by radio seems more difficult than teaching
mathematics. No conclusions can be drawn about subjects like
science and social science without tests similar to the ones in
Nicaragua and Kenya.

With respect to using radio at different grale levels, most
of the information we found caue from applications at the early
primary level. We do not know whether radio, especially the
interactive model, would be equally effective after the fourth
grade.

IllesiOactignal_lis. A question of great practical
significance but one that is not easily answered is whether radio
lessons can effectively substitute for more expensive printed
materials like textbooks. Rarely do circumstances permit valid
comparisons to be made between the use of radio and textbooks.
The one comparison we did find was in Nicaragua (Jamison, Searle,
Gelder and Meyneman, 1981). Three groups (in different schools)
of first graders were compared: one that received radio lessons,
one that received textbooks, and one that served as a control
group. Although both the radio and textbook interventions showed
positive effects on achievement and helped close rural-urban
disparities in achievement, radio had a stronger impact. The
textbook group scored about .33 of a standard deviation above the
control group; the radio group scored 1.5 standard deviations
above the control group. We wonder why more comparisons of this
kind have not been attempted.

It should be noted that the use of radio is not necessarily
a substitute for using printed materials. We found no instances
where radir was used without supporting printed materials. In
Nicaragua, however, substantial cost reductions were obtained,
after grade one, by doing without student worksheets (exercises
were copied into notebooks).

Operational Outcomes. Many operational problems associated
with using radio were noted. We found that obtaining batteries
and keeping Tadios in good repair posed problems in most of the
cases we examined. Reception of clear signals was difficult in
many schools in Kenya, Mexico, and in the early radio project in
Thailaad. MUltiple grade classrooms posed problems in Nicaragua.

Clearly, sullh difficulties can lead to a substantial loss of
instruction during the school year. What cannot be answered is
what level of instructional loss schools are likely to tolerate.
We can only speculate that for radio instruction to be viewed as
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an acceptable and reliable deliverer of instruction, the
instructional loss coming about because of poor physical
facilities and other operating conditions must be considerably
less than what is routinely lost through such things as teacher
absenteeism. A teacher missing school for tweuty days a year
might well be regarded as normal. Conversely, missing ten radio
lessons per year may be regarded as making radxo unreliable. The
Radio Math Project in Nicregua, however, showed that it was
possible to address the issue of missed lessons (because of not
receiving broadcasts or absenteeism) by using redundancy
throughout the sequence of radio lessons.

Zauity. In all the cases we examined, radio was used
(althouah not exclusively) to reach children in rural areas where
educational opportunities were jrlged to be inferior to those in
urban areas. In two cases, the Auer and Tarahumara Radio
Scnools, radio was used to reach disadvantaged sub-populations.
The Shuar schools appear to have succeeded in making education
more relevant to the community. The Tarahumara schools failed to
reduce the gap in achilvement between Indian and non-Indian
students. In the Dominican Republic, RADECO reached rural
students who for economic and geographical reasons were unable to
attend conventional schools.

In Thailand and Nicaragua, we found, as might be expected,
that urban radio pupils outperformed their rural counterparts.
In Thailand, existing disparities in achievement levels in
mathematics were narrowed as a result of radio instruction.

The available evidence (Kenya and Nicaragua) suggests that
boys and girls learn equally well from radio.

rails we see in some cases that the use of radio in primary
education contributed to improved equity and that in other cases
it did not, we found little information about radio's
relationship to specific aspects of family or community life.

Ufectivenese. There appears little doubt that radio, when
used properly, can be an effective means for improving student
achievement in a variety of school subjects.

Thailand's experience in the 1960s demonstrated that radio
could be used effectively to enrich the school curriculum. In
Qomparison with control students, radio students showed positive
differences for achievement in music, mixed results for social
studies, and no real differences in English.

In the two Mexican studies, we also found positive learning
effects, although it was not entirely certain that these could be

attributable to the radio lessons.

For the interactive .:4clio interventio s, the impact of radio
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on student achievement is impressive. From effect sizes reported
in our project summary sheets for the grade/subject/skills
tested, we compare average effect sizes from each of these
interventions in the table below.

Intervention Average Effect Size Raises Mean From...

Nicaragua .52 50th to 70th percentile

Kenya .45 50th to 67th percentile

Thailand
Urban

Rural

.24 50th to 59th percentile

.58 50th to 72nd percentile

We find a large avlrage eftect size of .52 across four
grades for mathematics instruction in Nicaragua. If we did not
include the results from grade 4, when the school year coincided
'4ith the onset of the revolution, this would rise to .69. For
Amway we also find a high average effect size across three
grades in listening, reading, speaking, and writing skills. In
Thailand, effect sizes range from a modest .24 for mathematics
instruction among second graders in the area of Bangkok to .58 in
the rural Northeast. (It should be kept in mind that differences
in effect size refer to the size of gains and not to absolute
levels of achievement.) We workre not able to calculate effect
sizes for RADECO in the Dominican Republic. The fact that there
are no differences between the hour long daily radio intervention
in an out-of-school setting and a conventional day of school
instruction is indicative of success.

We found little or no information about radio's
effectiveness on outcomes other than achievement.

Internal Efficiency. We are interested in whether radio
contributes to internal efficiency (apart from student
achievement) in the delivery of primary education in developing
countries. Our judgments regarding internal efficiency are based
upon changes in indicators such as school dropout rates,
repetition rates, and the number of children being reached by the
educational system or the quality of education being delivered
for a given amount of resources.

There is evidence that radio contributes to internal
efficiency. Thz use of radio in Kenya made it possible to.
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deliver three times as much content in a half hour block of time
as was delivered through conventional instruction (Oxford et al.,
1986). Teacher and student attendance appeared to be improved in
the Mexican Radioprimaria classes (Spain 1977). Teacher and
student punctuality were positively affected by radio in Thailand
(Galda, 1985).

Except for the positive experience of the Shuar Radio
Schools in Ecuador (Clearinghouse on Development Communications,
1982), we were unable to find any evidence that radio reduced
dropout rates.

The Mexican Radioprimaria's attempt to achiev, efficiency by
using radio to "complete" a sdhool by offering six grades of
instruction with four teachers was unsnccessful. Most schools
that ended up using the radio lessons already were complete
schools (Spain, 1977).

We found no evidence that radio reduced repetition rates.
This was especially disappointing in the case of Nicaragua, where
as Jamison and McAnany (1978, p.109) observed:

...it is perhaps well worth noting that, even though
the cost per student is relatively high, adoption of
the RMP (Radio Mathematics Project) would almost surely
reduce costs per graduate because of the effect it has
on re4ucing repetition rates.

Unfortunately, this hoped-for improvement was not realized.
It was learned in Nicaragua that repetition is only partly
related to student performance (George, 1980; Galda and Gonzalez,
1980; Jamison, 1980).

Perhaps the best example of radio's potential for increasing
internal efficiency in primary education is the CN1M If RADECO in
the Dominican Republic. The evidence currently available
suggests students perform at least as well on math and reading
tests as students do in conventional schools in the region, but
with about half the time spent in learnina at about half the cost
(Friend and Koslow, 1985; Sanguinetty, 1985). Although wo are
not comparing full or identical sets of educational outcomes--
indeed, Friend and Koslow (1985) note that no comparisons were
made in science and social science and that conventional sdhools
aim at a wider range of outcomes than RADECO schoolsthe MECO
results aro nonetheless impressive.

Zmternal Efficiency. We found almost no information that
allows us to evaluate radio's contribution to the external
efficiency of primary education in developing countries. This is
not surprising, since, in most countries, little empirical
attention is given to the relationship of primary education to
the employment or the continuation in education of primary school
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dropouts. Few of the radio interventions that we examined lasted
long enough or had the necessary resources to look at the longer
term success in school or in employment of students who had bees
taught by radio. We mentioned earlier that it would be very hard
to presume that exposure to a half hour broadcast in what might
have been one sdhool subject during the course of a few years is
likely to have a discernible effect later in life. However, the
RADECO experience in the Dominican Republic, where radio carries
virtually the entire instructional load, may offer a good
opportunity for examining the external efficiency of radio
instruction.

Sustainabilitv. We found that among the cases we examined,
there was mixed success for radio instruction moving from an
experimental or demonstration phase to a sustained or expanded
role in national educational policies. One of the most promising
demonstrations of instructional radio, the Nicaraguan Radio
Mathematics Project, was abandoned following the overthrow of
Somoza. The Radio Language Arts Project in Kenya was
discontinued after a successful pilot phase. Radio efforts in
Mexico were abandoned as was one in Paraguay (although apparently
for reasons unrelated to radio). On the other hand, the
Dominican Republic is apparently moving forward to extend RADECO.
The Shuar Radio Schools, as best we can tell, are continuing to
flourish. Thailand, supplemental radio has enjoyed sustained
application Zor more than two decades, and the use of direct
instruction radio lessons adapted from Nicaragua may one day be
used on a large scale.

Costs. What does it cost developing countries to use radio
to improve the quality of instruction in one or more subjects?
We believe that the evidence shows that it costs either a little
or a lot. Whether radio is expensive or cheap depends to a large
extent on whether one assigns fixed capital costs for developing
radio lessons to the annual por student costs, to the number of
students served by radio instruction, to other assumptions made
in the calculation, or to how incremental, annual per student
costs relate to the country's annual overall expenditures for
primary education.

The costs of radio appear to be most attractive for a
developing country when a successful pilot program has been
completed and the costs of instructional development have been
paid by a donor. No new lessons need to be developed, and there
are no new transmission facilities required to broadcast across
the country. There are large numbers of students to be served

and the fixed capital costs for instructional development (paid
by the donor) will not be added to the calculation of average
annual per student cost in order to arrive at an estimation of
"true c:sts" to society. Subject to the assumptions mentioned in
our project summary sheets, annual ar student costs were found
to be $.34 and $.44 for Kenya (Fr.Lend and Kemmerer, 1985) and
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Thailand, respectively (Development Communications Report, 1985).
Again, these are based on a projection of large numbers of
students to be served (about one million).

The annual per student costs will not be so low when there
are fewer students, when the capital costs of instructional
development are added, or when new broadcasting capacity must be

developed to add new grades or reach new regions. Jamison and
McAnany (1978) estimate the costs of the Nicaraguan Radio Math
Project, which they regard as expensive, to be $3.05 per student

per year. This figure was based on 120,000 students being served
and includes a per-student aliocation of fixed capital costs for
instructional development. This is what instructional radio
could cost a country unable to secure financial assistance from a

donor to cover capital costs. When per-student allocations of
fixed costs are not included, the actual costs to the country
approach the marginal cost (the cost of adding one more studen*),

which, for Nicaragua, was $1.64 per student (Jamison and McAnany,

1978).

The costs of the other cases we examined varied widely.
Thailand during the 1960s, with 800,000 students being servad,
showed annual per student costs of $.44 (Jamison and McAnany,

1978). In the Mexican cases, where radio was being used for
small numbers of students (1,000 to 1,800), the annual per
student costs for the Tarahumara Radio Schools were $52.86, and
for Radioprimaria, $16.44 (Jamison and McAnany, 1978).

Although annual per student costs are useful for purposes of
analysis and comparison they must also be viewad in the aggregate
sense relative to yearly educational budgets. For example, a
cost of $.44 per student might appear to be very low. But when
this is multiplied by a million students, officials in ministries
of education and finance must face adding $440,000 to the annual
recurrent educational budget for improvement in one subject.
This may not appear attractive if the alternative is,

say, making a fixed investment in improving textbooks and passing
on recurrent costs to parents.

22ncluilana
The evidence suggests that radio can and has played a

positive role in the production of learning in primary schools in

developing countries. We reach this conclusion on the basis of
eight cases from seven countries, in which one model of radio
instruction is overrepresented.

We find that radio has not been fully exploited as an
instrument of mass communications in the delivery of primary
instruction on a national scale, except in the case of Thailand.
In most of the cases reviewed, radio has been used with audiences
of about 1,000 - 4,000 students. Similarly, we find that radio
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has been used mostly to improve the quality of instruction in one
or more subjects and not, except in the Dominican Republic, as a
means to extend educational opportunities to those not srvd by
schoola. The evidence suggests a generally high degree of
teacher acceptance and that teachers can learn to work with radio
instruction with relatively little training. W found that radio
lessons wore almost always supported by printed materials.
Receiving broadcast signals, keeping radios in repair and
supplied with batteries, and getting suCh things av printed
supporting materials to schools on time represented considerable
operational gnd management challenges.

Because of lack of evidence, we were unable to conclude that
radio has had an effect on the external efficiency of primary
education in developing countries. The evidence that is
available uggests that radio, apart from its effects in raising
student achievement, has had mixed results in affecting other
aspects of the internal efficiency of education.

We learned that radio instruction in a school subject can be
delivered to children in schools for about the cost of a
textbook, between about $.40 and $3 per student per year,
depending on assumptions and conditions.

At least for the interactive radio cases, the evidence
suggests that radio can have a strong impact on student
achievement. In view of this evidence, we must ask why more
countries have not adopted th interactive model. Questions that
must be asked should include the following:

o Has the case for textbook availability been
made so persuasively as to overwhelm the
likelihood of consideration of other
instructional possibilities?

o Does a general resistance to the use of
instructional hardware in education in
developing countries preclude consideration
of radio?

o Are the transmission and reception of radio
signals regarded as simply too unreliable for
using radio to deliver instruction?

o Are the recurrent costs of using radio to
deliver primary instruction perceived as too
high?

o Is the effort to reorganize instruction and
manage a radio delivery system regarded as
too burdensome?
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The use of radio has been endorsed widel at all levels

of the international community as offering an - opriate,

effective, and affordable means for improving ,ducation in

dtmeloping countries. To a largo extent, its potential has been

demonstrated. Yet it appears that e :iloping countries have not

made as much use of radio in primary e_ucation as one might

expect. It is important that we learn why.

Radio as a Policy Option. We believe that the literature

just reviewed points to several key questions that educational

policy makers in developing countries should ask when considering

the possible use of radio to extend or imprcov primer- education.

They are the following:

o Radio offers both the advantages and
disadvantages of what might be described as a

"centralized" curriculum. Broadcasts come
from a fixed point at a fixed time; the
content, language, and "culture" of th:,

lessons are not subject to much variation or
control at the local level. Therefore, the
question to be asked is : Do national
conditions permit using a centralized
curriculum such as could be offered by radio?

o Are there adequate facilities and resources
to ensure satisfactory transmission and
reception of broadcasts in the areas to be

served? Would this be true beyond the stage
of what might be a preliminary pilot project?

Does local broadcasting capacity permit
adding new grades and subjects?

o Is thane likely to be msistance from the
stakeholders in the "curriculum status quo"-
-textbook writers and publishers, local
curriculum specialists, teacher trainers, or
expatriate educational advisers? How might
this resistance be overcome?

o While there is evidence that high quality
radio lessons are often more effective than
conventional instruction, mediocre radio
lessons might be less effective than mediocre
conventional instruction. Therefore, the
question to be asked is: Is there sufficient
high calibre staff to develop, produce, and
deliver high quality radio lessons? Would
there be a willingness, as there was in
Thailand, to offset some of the fixed capital
for developing high quality radio lessons by
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adapting lessons that have proved to be
uccessful in other countries?

o What will be the "add on" costs to tta annual
budgot and how will they be financed?

2. Television
When developing countries have turned to instructional

hardware to lead the way in major efforts to expand or improve
education, they have turned to television. Although radio has
been recognized as the most universal means of mass communication
available to developing countries, we observed in the preceding
section that most nations have o far failed to fully exploit
radio's potential for reaching large numbers of children. This
is not so with television. Where experiments with radio
typically involved 1,000 to 4,000 students, experiments with
television have reached school audiences of up to a half million.

Tho television experiments of the sixties and seventies were
clearly ambitious, and often linked to a zomplete reform of part
or all of an educational system. The appeal of television and
the great expectations that were placed upon it reflected more of
an appreciation of television's growing economic and social power
in industrialized countries than in any demonstrated
instructional capabilities. Indeed, Schramm's (1962) comparisons
of instructional television with conventional teaching should
hardly have aroused great expectations. Of 421 comparisons, C3
favored television, 50 favored conventional teaching, and 308
showed no differences. The proposition that television can be as
good as conventional teaching would be compelling if the strategy
called for replacing teachers. But in most of the experiments of
the sixties and seventies, television was used for only part of
the instructional day, to aid teachers rather than replace them.
Before making an investment in a complex and costly undertaking
like television, one would want evidence to suggest that
television could be a good deal more effective than conventional
teaching. W. look at the use of instructional television in
seven countries--American Samoa, El Salvador, Ivory Coast, Niger,
Colombia, India, and Nigeria.

haszicam_11112A
One of the most ambitious attempts to make use of television

to improve school instruction took place during the sixties and
seventies in American Samoa. (Unless otherwise indicat,d,
information in this section is drawn from Schramm et al., 1981.)
Television was chosen as an effectivn and economical meails to
forge a complete modernization of primary and secondary 4chool
education. The hope was that through a transformation of the
educational system with instructional television as the prtncipal
delivery vehicle, the academic performance of Samoan students
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could be brought to levels equal to those of students in good
schools on the U.S. mainland.

The experiment in American Samoa spanned more than fifteen

years. It included a reworking of the curriculum. Lessons were
developed to cover about 35% of all classroom time. Lessons,

which were produced in English, lasted about 8 minutes in the
early grades and 25 minutes in the upper grades. Television
lessons were accompanied by a packet of curriculum materials,
including lesson plans, instructions for the teachers, and

supplemental readings.

Advisers from the U.S. took charge of almost all aspects of

the educational program. It was recognized late in the
experiment that the failure to involve Samoan teachers in the
planning and development of instruction and the great haste in
moving to cover the entire primary-secondary school curriculum

were serious errors.

It was planned that the experiment would not be evaluated
until the first cohort had received a complete twelve years of
instruction under the new system. Baseline information was not

collected. About six years into the project, standardized tests

were administered to students in various subjects and at various
grade levels. At best, the achievement tests yielded a mixed and
inconsistent picture of the effects of student learning on

achievement.

Emery (1985, p.498) takes exception with what often has been
a generally positive portrayal of the results obtained in
American Samoa. She amserts that:

Results showed that after seven years of expensive
concentrated ETV under the most optimal conditions,
grades 3-12 achieved 59 per cent of United States
norms. This was a drop from the 60 per cent they had
been achieving in 1935 when there was only the most
'primitive' oral society teaching by untrained native

teachers...

The data scattered through the 'bold experiment' leaves
little doubt about two matters (M. Emery, 1984).
First, for every subject for which any reasonable
baseline data could be established, ETV failed and it

failed in direct correlation with grade, or increasing
abstraction and conceptualization of knowledge.
Second, the senior author (Schramm)...appears to have
done everything possible to put the results in the most

favorable light. As an example, we have from his
Tables 21 and 23 (pages 115 and 116) the fact that
there was a 9 per cent decline in oral English scores
in Grade 7 after three years with ETV. After
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discussion of the possible reasons for this result,
none of which touched upon the failure of televlsion as
a teacher, the team concluded that (p.127) 'there is
every reason, at least, to think that the standard of
English usage improved notably during those years'
(i.e. 1964-70). Than, when we examine Table A.II we
find in their own figures for the teaching of English
that face-to-face teaching is from 16-19 times more
effective than television.

The costs of instructional television in American Samoa were
high. In 1972, with school enrollments of 8,100, the per student
cost (including.a share of annualized capital costs) was about
$166 per year.

A survey conducted in 1972 found a high degree of acceptance
of instructional television among elementary school teachers and
administrators, especially for teaching oral English. At the
high school level, the use of television was strongly criticized
by teachers and etudents.

In 1970, political winds changed. The incoming Governor to
American Samoa described the experiment with instructional
television as E.1 "utter and complete failure" (quoted in Schramm
et al., 1981, p.80). Opposition to television led to an eventual
reduction in its use as teachers were given the authority to
decide when and where to use it. In 1974-75, power shortages
were encountered throughout the year, and television was not
received during the final month of school. By this time, only
one channel was being used instead of six (Masland and Masland,
1976). In 1975, the use of television was eliminated entirely at
the secondary level.

El Salvador
The use of instructional television was also the centerpiece

of a major education reform in El Salvador during the sixties and
seventies. (Unless otherwise specified, information in this
section is drawn from Mayo et al., 1976.) El Salvador embarked
upon a reform of instruction for grades 7-9 in order to widen
access to secondary education. Television was used to provide
instruction in mathematics, English, Spanish, social sciences,
and natural sciences. The use of television was embedded in a
larger curriculum reform which included retraining of teachers,
revision of instructional materials, and the building of new
facilities.

The reform was very successful in widening the path to
secondary school. In 1968, there were 19,104 students enrolled
in grades 7-9; this increased to 65,390 in 1973. The government
placed hopes on increasing the number of persons who would leave
school with a ninth grade education to take training for middle
level technical jobs.
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The costs of instructional television were considerably
lower in El Salvador than in American Samoa. The per student
cost, based upon enrollments of 48,000 students and assuming 170
hours of programs, were calculated to be $24.35 per year in 1972.
Carnoy (1976) estimated costs to be about $26 per studeht. He

points out that this would come to about $780 per classroom of 30
students. This was almo6t 60% of the annual salary of a junior
high school teacher in 1970 ($1,400).

The results obtained in El Salvador were mixed. Mayo et al.

compared the performance of three cohorts of students (those who
started seventh grade in 1969, 1970, and 191). In the final two

years, comparisons were made between students receiving
instructional television and those not receiving instructional
television but benefiting from other aspects of the educational

reform. The ITV students fared better than non-ITV students in

the seventh grade. In eighth and ninth grades, Mayo et rl.

conclude that the "advantages of ITV were not apparent."

The ITV students outperformed their non-television
counterparts on tests of general ability. On achievement tests,
between seventh and ninth grades, ITV students showed better
gains in mathematics; gains in reading were about equal; results

in social sciences were mixed; and in science, non-ITV students
showed better gains than students learning science through

television.

It was discovered that boys gained more than girls, and in
general, television did not reduce the effects of student
background variables (father's education, family wealth, and
urbanization) on achievement. Over 85% of students were found to

be continuing their education after the ninth grade, but half of
them were enrolled in courses leading to university studies and

not to preparation for middle-level technical jobs, as had been

hoped for by government planners. University enrollments were

not widened. Mayo et al. concluded at the time that students'

"high educational aspirations are not realistic in terms of the
tangible opportunities available to them in the near future."

By the end of 1972, some disenchantment with television was
growing on the part of teachers. Mayo et al. note that the
majority still believed that educational television could be an

important teaching tool. But in later years, opposition to

television grew, and the cost of television became an issue when
teachers went on strike for higher wages.

Ivory Coast
During the seventies, the Ivory Coast also undertook an

ambitious reform of primary education with television playing a

leading role. (Unless otherwise indicated, information from this

section is drawn from Kaye, 1976.) The strategy in the Ivory
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Coast was to make use of television to increase the quality of
instruction, which would allow for introduction of a policy of

. automatic promotion and great reductions in dropouts. Thus, even
with the add-on costs of television and improved teacher
training, cycle costs per graduate would be reduced.

The project began in 1971 with 21,000 first graders. The
plan called for adding one grade per year. Over a fifteen year
period, enrollments in primary schools were to be tripled, and by
1986, the entire 6-12 year age group would be enrolled in ITV
schools. A thorough revision of the curriculum and upgrading of
teacher qualifications was planned to accompany the use of
television. There was also an ITV component for out-of-school
adult groups.

By 1979-80, 15,635 classes were receiving instructional
television, representing about 84% of all students (Hawkridge and
Robinson, 1982) or in excess of a half million students. -.essons
were broadcast covering French, reading, writing, mathematics,
hygiene, moral education, civics, environmental studies, and
physical education.

Carnoy (1976) estimates a cost of $13 per student per year
for 1976, based upon enrollments of 336,000 students.

W. did not find published data with respect to student
achievement. Hawkridge and Robinson (1982, p.163-164) refer to a
series of studies undertaken by a team of researchers from the
University of Liege in Belgium and observe that:

Interpretations of the results of testing the students
differ. The Belgians found that many students did not
master the first grade curriculum; this was true in
television schools and those without television. It
caused problems in second grade in television schools,
where the curriculum was based on mastery having been
achieved in the previous year. Students in television
schools whe repeated first grade did better the second
time but only rarely did they achieve mastery. The
team noted that students had difficulty in particular
with graphical representations. On the other hand, it
seems that television teaching was most effective in
teaching spoken French, with the children o television
schools improving their proficiency in the language
markedly more than those in other schools. Less
satisfactory progress was recorded in written French,
and changes are to be made in the methods of teaching
the written language. Simiilarly,*changes have already
been made in the content and pedagogy of the modern
mathematics programmes, which were initially radically
new to both teachers and students...
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Hawkridge and Robinson also report that the information
collected by the Belgian team shows that the use of television
helped equalize educational opportunities in rural areas, that
the "range of differences in standards between the best and
poorest television schools is small when measured by student
achievement on tests. Some of the rural schools are in fact
among the best now." (p.164).

Kaye (1976) notes that the use of television in the Ivor,
Coast brought about a reduction in rates of repetition and drop-
out, and unit costs per graduate were lower than under the
traditional system. Unfortunately, according to Kaye, only a
quarter of graduating students would find places in secondary
schools.

Despite the comparatively modest annual per student costs,
the Ivory Coast apparently found television too expensive and no
longer uses it in schools.

Nismr
Niger turned to television during the sixties as a means to

help overcome an acute shortage of trained primary school
teachers and to inject modern methods of thought, xpression, and
teaching into the school setting. (Unless otherwise indicated,
information in this section is drawn from the Clearinghouse on
Development Communication, 1982.)

Lessons were broadcast daily in French and arithmetic.
Classroom monitors, who lacked the qualisications of trained
teachers, were supported by short training courses and in-service
education via radio. About 700 children were reached during a
pilot phase; this rose to 9,000 in 1975.

The use of television appeared to have a strong impact on
reducing school dropout rates. During the sixties, dropout rates
in Niger approached 4041 674 of the original 716 students who
began Tele-Niger classes in 1966 completed the four-year cycle in
1970 (this represents a dropout rate of less than 6%).
Attendance was also found to be considerably better than in
traditional classes.

There seems to be little readily available information on
student achievement. The Clearinghouse on Develorment
Communication (p.64) notes:

The problems identified in various studies relate to
the use of French in the broadcasts and to the quality
of education received by students in the televised
classroom. In particular, TV students performed less
well than students in the traditional classroom in
standardized math and grammar tests. To help assuage
this problem, a fifth year was added to the televised
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curriculum in 1970.

We were unable to locate cost information relevant to years
when coverage of Tele-Niger expanded beyond its experimental
phase. Carnoy (1976) estimated costs for 1969 based upon 800
students taking part in the pilot phase. This came to $1156 per
year. Needless to say, this is not a good stimate of what
television would cost in later years when the system expanded.

From what we can tell, television is no longer being used
for primary school education in Niger. Apparently, opposition to
the use of television was encountered from teachers' unions and
from within the ministry of education itself.

=Shia
In the sixties, Colombia put television to the task of

improving primary school instruction and providing in-service
education to teachers. (Unless indicated otherwise, information
in this section is drawn from Schramm, 1967.) Television was
used to provide instruction in five grades. Each grade received
ninety minutes of instruction in different combinations of
subjects, which included mathematics, social studies, language,
natural science, and music.

In 1965, television reached about 250,000 pupils. This
resulted in an annual per student cost of only $4 (Carnoy, 1976).

There were mixed results with respect to student
achievement. At the end of the first year's use of television,
groups of television and non-television students were tested,
5,000 in all. Eight comparisons were made. In three of them,
the television students significantly outperformed non-television
students (grade 2 language, grade 5 mathematics, and grade 4
natural science). In five comparisons, there were no significant
differences.

We found no information about whether television continues
to be used in Colombia. Lyle (1982, p.292) suggests that the use
of television may have been curtailed.

The massive Colombian project reported in the 1967
series was attempting to upgrade rural primary schools
through direct television instruction. It relied
heavily on the use of American Peace Corps Volunteers
for utilization supervision. For this the project was
fortunate to have been the focus of the largest single
cadre of volunteers in the entire Peace Corps. But
even at the time of the case study, the Peace Corps was
winding down.

To the extent that the project has redirected its focus
from rural to urban schools, the move may well have
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been a necessary and wise one, simply because of the
inability to continue providing adequate utilization
supervision in the rural areas.

India
India also has had experience with the use of television in

primary education. This came as part of the Satellite
Instructional TV Experiment (SITE) and is described in Shukla
(1979). Television was used to bring a daily 22 minute program
of general enrichment to rural schools in six states. Lessons
were aimed at grades one to five. The children were from
disadvantaged homes, often thtJ first generation in tho family to
attend school. The objectives of the programs were to help the
children learn community living skills, develop awareness of the
modernization of society, instill habits of hygiene, promote
aesthetic sensitivity, and improve basic concepts and skills in
mathzmatics, language, and technology. There was also a series
of science programs for 9-12 year old children.

An evaluaiion of SITE showed mixed results. There were no
significant differences between SITE and non-SITE children with
respect to achievement in school subjects or in school
attendance. It appeared that centralized development and
production of program material failed to come to grips with the
cultural diversity of the audience. The amount of information
and pacing of messagea proved difficult for the children to
understand, especially in science. There did appear to be
evidence that the language development of some children was
positively affected. Although it appeared that teachers were not
generally unfavorable to the use of television, they were not
persuaded that television instruction was superior to face-to-
face instruction.

We found ro information on the current status of SITE in
primary education in India or on costs.

There was a six year attempt (1959-65) to use instructional
television in Nigeria. Different regions made use of television
at different educational levels. In Lagos and Kaduna, television
was tried at the primary level. According to Schramm (1967),
Nigeria experienced almost every difficulty imaginable:
jurisdictional conflicts between the Ministries Education and
Information, difficulties in transmission and reception, power
failures, uncertainties about broadcast schedules, opposition
from teachers, and lack of trained personnel of all kinds.
Perhaps the most telling point was a discovery that three-fourths
of the television sets found in schools were inoperative.

Estimated annual costs (for Lagos) were $6 per student for
about 26 hours of instruction, based upon 17,200 students
(Carnoy, 1975). We found no information about the educational
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effectiveness of the television lessons.

Conclugions
Taken together, the diverse experience of these seven

countries with the use of instructional television for primary
education has been disappointing. The overall impression is that
the use of television can be expensive and that it contributes
little (in some cases, nothing) to student achievement.
Television often arouses strong opposition on the part of
teachers and sometimes resistance on the part of students. There
is a striking lack of success in upgrading telovisior1 use from an
experimental phase to a permanent feature of national education.

However, care must be taken when trying to draw conclusions
about using television as a medium to deliver primary school
education in developing countries. It may well be the case,
bearing in mind the earlier discussion of the medium versus
method issue, that unlike radio, a satisfactory model for
instructional television programs for the primary school
classroom has not been found.

Television gs a Policy Option. Educational policy makers in
developing countries who may wish to use television to deliver
primary educatton should ask the same questions asked for radio
and some other questions as well. These would include the
following:

o Has consideration of the possibilities
offered by television followed an adequate
consideration of the possibilities offered by
radio?

o Given the generally disappointing results
with instructional television in other
developing countries, what suggests that
things could be different in the present
context?

o Would time and resources be sufficient to
allow an experimental phase of activities to
develop and test a model of television
programming that "works" in the primary
school classroom in a developing country?

o Could the chances of success in using
television be improved by strategies (and
possibly a combined use of related technology
such as videocassette recorders) that would
allow greater flexibility and teacher
involvement in using television in the
classroom?
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3. C9MORISER
People must be properly prepared to live in a society wheremost will encounter computers at workplaces, in private life, andin any other activity; we draw the attention of decision makersto their responsibilities in meeting effectively the newchallenges to equity at national and international levels.

In recent years, more and more countries have beenmaking decisions on a national level to ensure theintroduction of computers in education on a largescale, and more decisions are in preparation in manyother countries, both developing and industrialised.Educational authorities all over the world should takeinto account existing scientific evidence and applyscientific monitoring and objective evaluation to arapidly changing domain... (Stanford SymposiumStatement, Stanford/UNESCO Symposium On Computers andEducation: Which Role for International Research, 10-14March 1986)

Discussion about the application of instructional technologyin developing countries is increasingly becoming discussion aboutcomputers. Most often the interest in introducing computers ineducation, as the Stanford Symposium Statement suggests, stemsfrom perceived social and economic imperatives rather than from adssire to use technology to improve or extend education.Although the generally declining costs of microcomputers in the19805 have made introduction of computers a possibility for moreand more countries, the question of affordability still loomslargo. Carnoy et al. (1986) point out that per student costs percontact hour for direct computer access are higher than costsmany developing countries now incur for education per student perweek. Nevertheless, many developing countries are nowconsidering ways to begin introducing computers into theireducetional systems.

The literature on the use of computers in education indeveloping countries is scant and largely addresses problemsdeveloping countries are likely to face based on the experienceof the industrialized countries. Our discussion of the possibleuse of computers at the primary school level is especiallyanticipatory.

The evidence now available suggests that the introduction ofcomputers in education in both developed and developing countrieshas taken place mostly at post-primary levels. At the primarylevel, UNESCO (1986) reports "general measures" for introductionof computers in nine countries: Australia, Canada, France,Hungary, Korea, Mexico, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the UnitedStates. "Experimental measures" aro reported for Argentina,
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Belgium, Brazil, China, Colombia, Japan, Kenya, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, and Senegal. However, UNESCO admits that the pace
of change taking place in most countries makes it difficult to
keep an up-to-date inventory. Assessing the extensiveness of
computer use in developing countries is also complicated by the
difficulty of obtaining infctmation at a subnational level--
where J.ndividual or groups of schools may be introducing
computers without government assistance. These efforts often go
undocumented.

Sducational Uses
The possible educational uses of computers in developing

countries can be anticipated by taking the experience of
industrialized countries as a starting point. These uses, which
in concept or practice are not always distinct, include the
following:

Computer Literacy. There are numerous definitions of
computer literacy. The most common element is, perhaps, the goal
of preparing people to live in the "information society" or to
"demystify" the computer. India and Mexico are two developing
countries now embarking on national programs of computer literacy
(Carroy and Loop, 1986).

The applicability of the notion of computer literacy for
developing countries is considered in Papagiannis et al. (1987).
They contend that the idea of computer literacy must be broadened
and that its educational agenda must be linked to the wider
context of national development. They suggest three main
dimensions of computer literacy:

(a) computer literacy as employment oreparation--The authors
see some value for employment-oriented technical training in
computer-related skills but urge that these programs be kept
small in size and confined to the upper secondary school
level;

(b) computer literacy as informatics--The authors contend
that an understanding of the social, economic, political,
and cultural dimensions of information technology will be
important for national development and should aim at closing
he erp between the rich and the poor. They recommend
programs of adult education that address the issues of
information technology and its role in development and
recommend providing opportunities for greater access to
microcomputers and other information technology. The issues
of information technology for national development might
also be addressed in social studies courses in schools--
even those where computers have not been intr!duced;

(c) computer literacy as productivity enhancement--The
authors point out that "computer literacy as productivity
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enhancement relates to learning to usr computers to improve
non-computer related activities," (p.78). They suggest that

the use of productivity software will and should follow a
less "personal" course than it has in industrialized
countries. They urge that computer literacy as productivity
enhancement should be oriented toward the goal of national
development and might take place within demonstration
projects in health, nutrition, and community development.
The aim would be to promote greater local control and self-
reliance in the development process.

Direct Instruction. Computers have been used as a means to

provide direct instruction in school subjects like mathematics,
language, and scievce. Distinctions--often value laden--are made

between instructional strategies used in computer instruction:

drill and practice, tutorials, games, simulations, and problem-

solving. Friend (1985) argues that those categories are not

always distinct. She notes that the common distinction between

tutorial programs and drill and practice is not always clear,
since tutorial programs often contain practice components and
that well-designed drill and practice programs allow students to
abstract to general principles from the exercises given.

In 1985, about 77 percent of the time spent in computer use
in elementary schools (below grade 4) in the United States was
for drill and practice in reading, language arts, and arithmetic

(Becker, 1987b).

proaramminq. Computers have also been used in schools for

the purpose of teaching programming. This is especially true at
the secondary level. In the United States, for example, about

42* of the computer time in high schools is devoted to
instruction in programming (Becker, 1987b). The intention here

is often two-fold. Advocates of teaching programming argue that

this will (a) lead to a better or more rapid development of
higher order cognitive skills, or (b) that programming skills
will be useful in finding employment. At the primary level,
there is sometimes an effort to teach what Friend (1935) refers

to as the "beginner's programming language." These include
languages such as BASIC, LOGO, and Smell Talk.

Lockheed and Mandinach (1986) tie a declining interest in
post-secondary computer-related careers now being witnessed in
the United States to poorly taught pre-college instruction in

programming. With respect to the external efficiency of recent

efforts to teach programming, they cite a study by Linn (1985,
p.22) that points to the conclusion that:

Programming instruction at the pre-college level was
inadequate in scope, depth, and choice of language. In

most cases, students enrolled in college courses had to
unlearn misconceptions and poor techniques before they
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could profit from college instruction.

amputers as Toole'. There appears to be an emerging
consensus on the value of teaching students to use computers as
productivity tools either within existing school subjects or in
special courses. This involves instruction in the use of
spreadsheets, word processors, outliners, and database managers.

Compared to computer-assisted direct instruction and
programming, using computers as tools appears to be gaining
rapidly in relative importance in schools (Hunter, 1987). The
merits of the "tools" approach are considered in Lockheed and
Mandinach (1986). They cite the enormous difficulties in
integrating computers into the curriculum. They suggest an
"applications-based computer course" as ar, alternative to full
curriculum integration and programming courses. Such a course
would emphasize generalizable skills through instruction in use
of the various applications packages mentioned above and would be
linked to the regular school curriculum through collaborative
teaching.

Papagiannis et al. (1987, p.61) believe that using computers
as a tool may be a fruitful approach for developing countries.
They contend:

that the link between these (enduring) goals (of
education) and what can be practiced using the various
data-base management programs, word and concept-
processing (outlining) programs, spreadsheeting,
quantitative and qualitative data-management programs,
within the various subject-area specialties, are
precisely the skills we urge our teachers to prepare
students in. In other words, our traditional
educational aims of improving problem-solvinq, problem-
posing and critical understanding through the use of
productivity tools and creative programs in the
subject-areas could become a reality in practice...

Besides the above categories of classroom use, computers may
also be used in education f.Jr various diagnostic, monitoring, and
testing purposes (computer-managed ins6ruction) as well as for
schcl administration tasks.

H-rdware Configarations and Access
There are essentially two options that developing countries

might follow with regard to selection of computer hardware for
education. One uses a minicomputer to route instrur.tion to
individual student terminals. These systems tend to use complete
curriculum packages and offer features for diagnosis, evaluation,
and monitoring of student progress. Such a system has made it
possible to run more powerful sor-ware and offers the potential
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advantage of greater ease in classroom management. With a
minicomputer system, software does not need to be passed around
and generally only a single system manager, rather than a host of
teachers, must be trained. (AID's Lrarning Technologies Project
is currently evaluating the Control Data Corporation/WICAT
minlcomputer application in a primary school in Grenada.)

More common, however, will be a configuration using
microcomputers. These may be installed in different classrooms
tnroughout the school or placed together (and sometimes linked
together) in a single room. UNESCO's (1986) survey of 43
countries found the trend to be toward the one-room "computer
laboratory."

Schools may begin acquiring microcomputers without making as
large an initial investment as with a minicomputer system.
Microcomputers offer more flexibility with regard to how they
might be used in classroom activities and in software selection.

Access and Equity
Both the availability of hardware in relation to the number

of students in a school and a school's curriculum decisions
affect the amount of access a student has to the computer. Even
in the industrialized countries, there is a great deal of
variation to be found with rempect to access. In the United
States, by spring ',985, five out of six primary schools had
acquired computers for instruction; at the secondary level, the
majority of U.S. high schools had fifteen or more computers for
instruction (Becker, 1987b). In the space of two years (1985-
87), the computer to student ratio in elementary schools is
estimated to have gone from about 60 to 1 to about 40 to 1
(Becker, 1987b).

Other industrialized nations have considerably fewer
computers available in schools. UNESCO's (1986) survey found
that for 30 countries having a national policy for the use of
computers in education, the average number of computers per
school was five.

In developing countries, it is very likely that schools
interested in introducing computers will attempt to get along
with even fewer machines, perhaps one per school. /t is
difficult to predict the possible effects or even how one might
organize instruction in such a "lone or sparse micro" scenario.

The use of computers in educAktion raises questions that
access to computers may be affectdd by race, ethnicity, gender,
and social class (see Carnoy et al., 1986; Lockheed and
Mandinach, 1986; and Papagiannis et al., 1987, for a discussion
of these issues).
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With respect to possible gender bias in access to computers
in education, Papagiannis et al. (1987, p.50) put the issue as
follows:

While access to computers at the primary level showed
little or no gender bias, at the secondary level,
access and use by male students was much higher than
for females. This parallels the predominant use of
microcomputers in math and science, where gender bias
has long been entrenched.

The effects of gender on computer access may disappear when
contextual variables are taken into consideration. Becker
(1987a, p.14) notes the following:

Boys and higher-ability students also use school
computers disproportionately, although not in all
respects. The sex discrepancy is greatest where
computers are least connected to school curricula-4n
before- and after-school al:tivities, in game playi4.4 in
secondary schools, and in elective programming
activities in elementary school. Parity between boys
and girls is most often founl in computer-assisted
instruction activities, in writing and word processing,
in elementary-level learning games, and in programming
activities in secondary school. Although people
usually perceive girls as being underrepresented in
programming activities, on national basis the
differences are small in hi,,11 schools, especially where
curricular activities exist for entry into programming
classes...

Williams, (1987) study of computer access and student
attitudes in Trinidad and Tobago confirms the importance of the
connection to the school curriculum when looking at the question
of gender anti 4ccess to computers. She found that within schools
where computers are being used in instruction, females had
greater access than males, but that outside of school. the
reverse was true.

A second access/equity issue has to do with how (zomputer use
within classrooms is affected by characteristics of students such
as race and social class. It is often pointed out that students
from more well-to-do families are more likely to receive exposure
to more "cognitively exciting" software like LOGO and that less
well-to-do students are likely to be exposed to the "drudgery" of
drill and practice software. But the charges of inequity in this
comparison are not clear-cut since the 'Inefits of computer-
assisted instruction for remediation in basic skills have been
demonstrated and the benefits of LOGO for the development of
thinking skills have not.
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How these issues of access/equity suggested by the
experience of industrialized nations play out in the context of
developing countries cannot be predicted. The access/equity
7uestions within and between computer-using classrooms are
,Jertainly likely to be of less concern to policy makers than the
questions of disparities between the "have's and have not's,"
that is, between public and private schools, between urban and
rural schools, and with respect to a choice between wider access
to computer literacy at lower grade levels end a more focused
employment-oriented concentration at higher levels.

Likely Effectiveness
There have been inmerous summaries and interpretations of

the literature on the effectiveness of computer-assisted
instruction (Carnoy et al., 1986; Papagiannis et al., 1987; Burns
and Bozewan, 1981; Vinsonhaler and Bass, 1972; Forman, 1982;
Rogosta, Holland, and Jamison, 1982; Hartley, 1978).

For our purposes, a useful benchmark was esta aished
Kulik, Kulik, and Bangert-Drowns' (1985) meta-analysis of 32
research studies on the effects of computer-assisted instruztion
on the achievement of elementary school pupils in various school
subjects. They report an average effect size of .47 (considered
to be high) for the use of computer-assisted instruction. Other
meta-analyses have shown effect sizes of similar magnitude
(Niemiec and Walberg, 1985).

One problem with the meta-analyses is that the studios upon
which they are based are becoming dated. Becker (1987a, p.5-6)
observes that 99% of the studies drawn upon in the meta-analyses
use "computer systems, software, and social organization of
implementations that characterize, at most, one or two percent of
all the instruction in traditional academic subject matter using
school computers today." Only a few of the studies in the meta-
analyses reflect the u-e of microcomputers. However, a review of
research on computer etfectiveness in instruction (Roblyer,
Castine, and King, forthcoming) that takes into account more
recent studies found an average effect size of .53 from studies
on the use of computers at the elementary school level.

The syntheses of studies on the effectiveness of computers
in education are of limited value to educational policy makers in
developing countries, where the educational circumstances are far
different from those in more developed countries and where
empirical investigation into the effectiveness of computers in
education is only beginning. Nevertheless, the evidence now
available does provide justification for the expectation that
instruction delivered by computers will positively affect student
achievement. This is a useful starting and reference point for
the more situation-specific investigation that must take place in
developing countries.
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Again it must be stressed that achievement in traditionalacademic subjects is only one of many possible outcomes ofinterest to educators in developing countries. Attention must begiven to assessing the effects of computer use on motivationaland other attitudinal changes toward self, school, science, andtechnology. Similarly, the acquisition of even basic levelemployment-oriented computer skills is likely to be seen as moreuseful in developing countries than in industrialized countries.Especially in situations where computer literacy is the goal, itwill be important and by no means easy to find appropriate waysto evaluate the effectiveness of these interventions.

Constraints
We find in the literature mention of four major constraintsto the widespread use of computers in education in developingcountries. These are costs, software suitability, operatingrequirements, and teacher training.

COsts. Friend (1985b) maintains that the cost of purchasingand operating computers is the main reason why computers have notbeen more widely used in developing countries. Carnoy and Loop(1986, p.9) note the paucity of studies of costs, cost-benefit,and cost-effectiveness. They suggest that it is difficult toassess the cost for using computers in developing countriesbecause:

At prebent, most computers are used in environmentswhere maintenance and use infrastructures are well-developed and there is a market for such services(hence they can be priced). In many developing
countries this is certainly not the case (p. 9).

Carnoy and Loop also mention that no cost-benefit studies onthe use of computer-assisted instruction have been undertaken.Cost effectiveness studies that have been undertaken suggest thatwhile it appears that computer-assisted
instruction can becompared to other technologies, the results so far are too sparseto draw conclusions about the cost-effectiveness of computerscompared with other technologies.

Levin, Glass, and Meister (1984) estimate the costs ofproviding computer-assisted instruction through a fully-equippedcomputer laboratory in the United States. The costs to a schoolwith 736 students providing 23 sessions (10 minutes) per day on32 terminals would be about $119 par student per year at 1980prices. The authors point out that even with falling prices forcomputer equipment, the per student costs of computer-assistedinstruction in a fully-equipped computer laboratory are notlikely to be reduced, since the biggest component of these costsis for salaries of persons running the laboratory.
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Such a relationship is likely to be different in developing
countries where costs of hardware are likely to be larger in
relation to salaries. In general, however, without knowing what
a country hopes to accomplish with computers in the classroom,
the hardware, software, and personnel available within schools,
the number of students who can be served by the computers, the
specific conditions under which students will work with
computers, and the effects of possible cost reductions through
using computers after school hours for other purposes, it is
impossible at this time to speak with assurance about the likely
educational costs of computers in developing countries.

Software Suitability. Concerns about the transfer of
software to developing countries are widespread in the
literature. UNESCO (1986) reports that the problem consists of
the suitability of imported software for the curriculum, the
suitability of software in various linguistic/cultural settings,
and the portability of software across the hardware and operating
systems used in different countries.

UNESCO maintains that governments pay insufficient attention
to the question of software in their plans. While many countries
appear to be producing software of their own, UNESCO notes that
even a software exporting country like Australia depends for the
most part on imported software because domestic production is
insufficient. Of equal concern, available software is often not
adequately evaluated and validated. UNESCO (1986, p.16) notes
that in the United States, there are 20,000 educational programs
on the market, and it is estimated that only about 10% of these
have been assessed.

Hebenstreit (1986) cites the problem posed by copyright
arrangements for software. If developing countries are not able
to make legal copies of software packages and must purchase as
many copies as *here are computers, the possibilities for using
computers in the classroom will be severely constrained.

In educational policy discussions that will take place in
developing countries during the coming years, the issue of
software suitability could raise the question of educational
relevance more forcefully than anything experienced since Third
World countries began refashioning curricula and curriculum
materials following independence. In most instances, developing
countries intending to use computers in education will be forced
to rely on imported software. Policy makers considering the
insertion of imported software into an existing curriculum must
ask:

o Where in the curriculum is this appropriate?

o How much of an existing curriculum might be
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replaced or supplemented by imported
software?

Do cultural or linguistic mismatches between
imported software and local circumstances
offend national or regional pride? Do they
also affect learning?

Freeman's (1987) study of a computer classroom in Grenada is
an early attempt to explore some of the problems Third World
children encounter while working with imported educational
software.

Oueratina Reauirements. The problems posed by heat,
humidity, dust, access to necessary sources for maintenance and
repair, and access to satisfactory eleCtrical current in
developing countries are obvious to most people and need not be
elaborated on here. Phillips (1987) and Freeman (1987) describe
how computer-assisted instruction in Grenada is affected by
system reliability and poor electrical supply.

Teacher Training. There is wide consensus that teachers are
usually not adequately prepared to operate effectively with
computers in inatruction (Hebonstreit, 1986; Carnoy et al., 1986;
UNESCO, 1986; Lockheed and Mandinach, 1986). Carnoy and Loop
(1986, p.6) describe the situation as follows:

Few countries seem to have taken the necessary steps to
prepare teachers to use computers, even when hardware
Is installed in schools. There is also little
agreement on how to prepare teachers beyond short term
courses (6-15 days) that merely help understand how to
use computers in the classroom. The problems of
implementing even this type of training are apparently
great. Those countries most committed to computer
training for teachers (Sweden, UK, France, Australia,
and Canada) have reached only 25% of their teaching
force. In most other countries, less than 5 percent of
teachers have taken such courses (2 percent in Latin
America). Even though some countries have recently
launched national teacher training programmes (India,
Chile, Korea, Cuba and Mexico), most are not devoting
the necessary resources to training, but rather to
purchasing hardware...

Idkelv _Future Directions
The widespread introduction of microcomputers into schools

in the United States began prior to a clear demonstration of
their effectiveness as educational tools, and, in many cases, in
the absence of systematic planning on how they would be used. We
see ei similar pattern emerging in developing countries.
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Developing countries, especially in Latin America and the
Caril-bean, are becoming increasingly interested in the use of
computers in education. This trend cannot yet be fully
documented from the literature, and until we are able to do so,
we offer it (we hope) as "reliable hearsay" derived from numerous
conversations with educators, government officials, researchers,
computer specialists, and manufacturers.

We believe that computers are an object and instrument of
instruction unlike other instructional hardware. That is to say,
few countries find it important to offer education about
television and radio. The importance of learning about computers
may start a trend in which students will increasingly learn
through computers.

The importance of learning about or through computers is
largely a concern for relevance: education must be relevant to
an emerging world economy where computers will play an important
role--an economy in which few countries wish to fall further
behind. A concern for keeping up in the world economy,
described by some as the pursuit of equity at the international
level, is likely tc. force acceptance of inequities at the
national level. Developing countries may judge that it is
necessary to give some children experience with computers, even
in the face of great uncertainties that this experience can be
easily generalized throughout the entire national educational
system. Although this consideration makes it more likely that
the use of computers will be concentrated at post-primary levels,
applications at the primary level can also be expected to
increase. This will be pushed in part by government authorities'
intentions to keep up with private schools.

Primary school children in developing countries will have
differential access' to computers based upon the financial means
of their countries and families. Some children will have more
favorable opportunities because they attend private schools or
because they have a computer at home. Others are likely to have
more limited access to whatever machines are available in the
schools they attend. Perhaps this might be only one machine per
school, where a microcomputer serves a multipurpose function for
school administration, computer literacy, direct instruction
(possibly concentrating on either remedial work or acceleration),
and service as part of a school "library." How effectively one
microcomputer, or at best a very few, might contribute to primary
education in such a "lone or sparse micro" situation remains to
be studied.

Finally, we see that children in developing countries are
likely to encounter possibilities for computer-assisted education
through private learning centers. As costs of hardware and
software continue to fall, we expect to see a proliferation of
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private learning centers offering a variety of services to thepublic: computer sales and service, management consulting, dataanalysis, training in the use of computers,

and computer-assistedinstructioa in subjects taught in schools. These may be wellcapitalized venturrs possibly supported through franchises withmxnufacturers of computers from abroad or less capitalized localcottage industiies.

Private learning centers will compete for private fundsparents now spend on outside tutoring for their children. Suchtutoring is often conducted prior to a student's sitting forexaminations required to enter or graduate from secondary school.It will be interesting to see how effectively
private learningcenters are able to use an imported and possibly eclecticcurriculum of off-the-shelf software in subjects like language,mathematics, and science to improve student performance onnational examinations in these subjects.

Conclusions
Computers have become, as many suggest, a "culturalphenomenon." Apart from the obvious functions they perform inthe workplace, the phenomenon of computers is generating newvocabulary, symbols, images, and metaphors that are rapidlybecoming part of both everyday culture and educated discoursethroughout the world. The computer phenomenon is increasinglymaking itself felt in developing countries.

It is too early to draw any conclusions about how computerswill contribute to the production of learning in schools indeveloping countries. It is obvious, however, that it is now toolate for discussions about whether the use of computers foreducation in developing countries is a good idea or not. Manycountries have already decided to have a look for themselves;others are soon to follow. It is important that we learn whatthey learn.

Commters as a Policy Option. Educational policy makers'indeveloping countries who may be considering the introduction ofcomputers into education should ask the following questions:
o What can computers do for instruction thatconventional formats can't do?

o What specific educational uses of the computer are tobe attempted: direct instruction, computer literacy,programming, or learning to use computers as tools?
o Are one or more of these uses feasible andaffordable at the primary school level orshould they be postponed to post-primaryschool education?
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o What software will adequately deliver the
intended instruction?

o What hardware can be obtained and serviced
locally to run the software selected?

o Will technical and financial resources be
sufficient for training teachers to work with
computers?

4. Videodiscs
Videodisc technology has been heralded as one of the richest

possibilities for the delivery of instruction. It weds
television's capacity to provide audio and visual material(including still photographs, motion, graphics, and text) to thecomputer's capacity for interactivity. It provides unmatched
possibilities for the simulation of reality within a controlled
instructional setting. The relatively high costs of this
technology have so far precluded wide application in schools,even in affluent societies. Continuing technological
developments seem likely to cause this to change. Although themost immediate applications in developing countries are likely tobe in the area of higher education and technical training forspecialized personnel, it is not inconceivable that, as with
computers, primary school students in some places will encountervideodisc technology as part of libraries of the future, inprivate or public learning centers, in well-equipped schools, orat home.

Optical laser discs currently being used can hold over
100,000 still frames of visual material (or about 25-30 minutesof motion). An audio track of less than one hour would accompany100,000 frames. The information stored on discs is read by avideodisc player and presented on a television monitor. Donahueand Donahue (1983) describe four levels of videodisc
instructional hardware:

Level 1: The videodisc system consists of a
videodisc player and a television monitor and
possibly a remote control device. It
functions in a fixed sequence "slide show"
mode. The user controls point of entry.
Instruction is described as linear;

o Level 2: The videodisc player has a computer
component which allows some branching,
greater speed, and more user control;

o Level 3: The videodisc player is coupled to
a microcomputer, which allows for more
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complex programming and interactivity;

o Level 4: The system consists of two videodisc
players, permitting more complex branching and
almost instantaneous feedback. Such systems are
used for simulated instruction such as pilot
training.

The cost of an interactive "level 3" sybtem is likely to run
between $2500 - $3000. Estimates of costs for producing
videodiscs vary. Donahue and Donahue (1983) estimate that a
first copy of a "professionally produced one-hour instructional
disc" is likely to cost more than $100,000. Costs ol additional
copies of the disc are around $20.

Interest in the use of videodiscs has heightened with the
emergence of what is referred to as CD-ROM (compact disc-read
only memory), CD-I (compact disc-interactive), and CD-V (compact
discvideo). Information on these 5 1/4" discs is stored in
digital form and in great volume (perhaps around 550 megabytes
and going higher). The CD-ROM standard is being applied to
storing and retrieving large databases and library materials.
Many people expect that the development of a multi-purpose
compact disc player will make it possible to read all kinds of
information, from computer data to film and music, 'ith one
device.

The interactive CD-I technology is likely to become of
considerable interest to educators. The 5 1/4" CD-I discs will
hold about 650 megabytes of information (storage of up to 1.3
gigabytes is foreseen for the future). Current capabilities make
it possible to provide a 2-hour sequence of interactive
instruction with high fidelity audio. The high resolution video
will rely on still pictures, text, and graphics. A CD-I disc
will be "mastered" for about $5000, and copies will cost about
$30.

What makes CD-I technology so interesting is the fact that
it will bring down dramatically the costs of an interactive
videodisc system. The Sony and Philips Corporations expect to
have an inexpensive CD-/ player on the market by the end of 1987
that will make interactive videodisc technology a possibility for
homes and schools. The CD-I player will connect to a television
set and interactivity will be achieved through a remote sensing
device (or other peripherals). The built-in computer will not
only drive the system but offer some computing capability as
well. The player is expected to sell for about $500.

One of the current limitations of CD-I is that it does not
easily accommodate digitized full-motion video. This will become
a possibility soon, however. Recently, General Electric/RCA
announced a prototype machine called DVI (digital video
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interactive) that does permit the use of moving video in
interactive instruction (Ofiesh, 1987).

MUch of the attention given to videodiscs so far has
concentrated on the hardware. Halloway (1982, p.133) warns that
"less is known about teaching and learning using the videodisc
than is known about the engineering of the technology." Hanafin
(1985, p.236) remarks that "little empirical research of any type
has been published to support the differential effectiveness, the
effects on learning, or the validation of the basic assumptions
of interactive video."

A considerable amount of research needs to be done on how
best to use the various capabilities of interactive video for
designing effective instruction. Halloway (1982, p.135) argues:

The multimedia aspect is more than having everything
(motion, sound, graphics) available at once, though
that is convenient. The advantage for instructional
design is having the choice, in being able to pick the
best mode for the learning goals. Research is some
help in this selection. For instance, adding sound to
pictures is not necessarily an improvement and may even
detract from learning. 'Real' pictures rarely increase
learning; research suggests line drawings often work
better. In these and other 'areas the computer alone
may be quite sufficient to assure a very high degree of
learning without the videodisc' (Bork, 1980). The
broad selection of media in combination can provide the
best fit between learner and lesson.

For developing countries, the instructional design issues
are not likely to be of great interest in the immediate future.
Few are in a position to marshall the financial or human
resources to engage in professional instructional design of
videodisc instruction. What will be of interest is the
development of effective software to run on the low cost
interactive systems. Such software could be affordable if it is
"generic" enough to be useful in several countries, thereby
reducing costs. Instruction in mathematics is something that
might lend itself to this kind of treatment.

Hanafin (1985) believes that rlteractive video does not
differ gr-Atly from "allied technology" such as computers from
either lea....ing or cognitive perspectives. In a parallel sense,
we anticipate that the application of videodisc technology in
education in developing countries will not differ significantly
from the application of computer technology where a high premium
is assigned to using computers for direct instructin. Low cost
interactive video systems are likely to find use in homes
(possibly replacing the videocassette recorder), especially as
motion pictures and recorded music become available on compact
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discs and systems come to serve both educational and
entertainment functions. Interactive video is also likely to
find instructional use alongside microcomputers in private
learning centers.

yisltssuisaiuuLisaisy_salan. At the moment, educational
policy makers in developing countries are not pressed to come to
terms with the possibilities offered by videodisc technology.
They may wait until low cost videodisc players have proved
themselves, software becomes widely available, and experimental
work has been conducted that demonstrates where and ',low the use
of videodiscs could be cost effective.

Given the high fixed capital costs associated with producing
high quality instruction on videodiscs, the use of videodiscs in
education in developing countries is likely to occur through
reliance on imported software. The quality and relevance of this
software will be an issue. Ways must be found to help educators
in developing countries be intelligent consumers of videodisc
software (and computer software as well) prior to the day they
are able to produce their own.

5. Nand-held Electronic Devices
We consider two varieties of hand-held electronic devices:

microprocessor-driven learning aids and calculators. It appeaxs
that neither is widely used in instruction in developing
countries at this time. However, the instructional possibilities
they offer and their low cost, ease of use, and ability to run on
batteries (sometimes solar cells) recommend them for
consideration as appropriate tools for supporting primary school
instruction.

Electronic Learning Aids
One can currently buy numerous electronic games that offer

educational content. Some of these operate with microprocessors
similar to ones used in computers. These devices diaer from
computers in that they are much simpler to use, are less
expensive, are not usually programmable, and deliver only
instructional routines resident in the device or that might be
added with insertable modules.

The most well-known of the electronic learning aids is the
series produced by Texas Instruments, Inc.: the Speak & Spell,
Speak & Read, and Speak & Math. These "talking" devices utilize
a keyboard, synthetic speech, and an eight-character alphanumeric
display to offer interactive drill and practice in language and
arithmetic skills. The aids weigh just over one pound and sell
for about $40 in retail stores in the United States. Other
electronic aids to appear recently include Coleco's "Talking
Teacher" and Video Technology's "Electronic Lesson One."
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The first known effort to examine the use of electronic
learning aids in classrooms in a developing country is described
in Anzalone and McLaughlin (1984). This was a pilot study that
involved the use of the Speak & Read and Speak & Math in primary
schools in the Kingdom cf Lesotho.

The purpose of the study was to determine whether the use of
existing models of the Speak & Read and Speak & Math was feasible
in a developing country like Lesotho, how the aids fit into the
structure and processes of the classroom, and whether pupils'
mastery of English and arithmetic was strengthened by use of the
aids. The study ran for twelve weeks in five primary schools.
The language aids were used in standards 3 and 4, and the math
aids were used in standard 6. Pupils worked with the aids in
groups of four for about one hour per day, two to five times per
week, during the usual classroom time for English or arithmetic.

The study reported the following results:
Technical Feasibility. The aids were introduced into

primary schools without great cost and preparation. The aids
stood up well physically. Only 3 of 62 aids used required
replacement, and none were lost because of poor housekeeping on
the part of teachers. Pupils adapted easily to the synthetic
speech contained in the aids.

Human Use Effects. Interviews conducted with teachers,
administrators, and pupils showed a widespread belief that the
aids were useful. The result of pupil observation shows
maintenance of a high degree of involvement during periods when
the aids were used. Both the interviews and observation
demonstrated that it was feasible to use the aids in groups of
four.

Learning Effects. The results of weekly tests of pupils'
English word recognition and arithmetic demonstrated positive
learning effects associated with use of the aids. For both
language and arithmetic, pupils using the aids made larger gairw
in achievement than those not using the aids. DI the cases of
the language aid, the difference was statistically significant at

the .001 level. For the arithmetic aid, the difference on the
final test was not statistically significant but was so (at the
.03 level) on the test given the week before. The aids had a
greater impact on learning among the loss able 'pupils. No
significant differences in achievement were discovered between
boys and girls using the aids.

The study concluded that it is feasible to use electronic
aids to supplement primary instruction in a developing country
like Lesotho. The study outlines a scenario whereby aids would
be rotated among grades and schools. Under these and other
assumptions, the cost of a 60 hour supplement of electronic drill
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and practice (excluding batteries) was estimated to cost $.94.
Anzalone and McLaughlin also concluded that more information was
needed on the use of the aids over longer periods of time, in
other country settings, and on the range and magnitude of
possible learning effects.

We have found no other attempts to look at the use of this
technology within the context of a developing country. Although
the learning aids such as those used in Lesotho continue to be
sold and new ones have appeared, there appears to be little
interest on the part of manufacturers to improve their
capabilities. Similarly, unlike microcomputers, the prices of
electronic learning aids have not fallen during the past few
years.

Calculators
Hand-held calculators, now often solar powered and sslling

for $5 or less, are perhaps the most affordable educationally-
related electronic product available today. They are to be found
almost everywhere in the Third World. The one place that they
are noticeably absent is the classroom. In educational systems
with which we are familiar, parents and teachers tend to be
opposed to the use of calculators because of the belief that
using calculators is likely to lead to inadequate mastery of
number facts and development of computational skill.

The hand-held calculator does not strictly fall under our
definition of instructional hardware because of our insistence
that the device must be capable of offering instruction that
could serve as an alternative to a lesson usually provided by a
teacher or a textbook. The instructional use of calculators in
the classroom would almost certainly require direct instruction
from the teacher or from exercises in worksheets or another form
of printed text.

We were unable to find any published studies of the use of
calculators in schools in developing countries. There have been
many studies undertaken in North America and Europe. A review of
the literature by Suydam (1983) looked at over 175 studies, of
which at least 75 explored whether the use of calculators in the
classroom would have a deleterious effect on achievement in
mathematics. In all but a few instances, achievement test scores
were as high or higher when calculators were used in instruction
(but not on the test) than when they were not used. Suydam found
evidence that the use of calculators can help students learn
number facts and can help in expanding a student's repertoire of
problem-solving strategies.

A review of thirteen students by Sigg (1982) concluded that
calculators were not detrimental to the development of
computational skills. Seven of the thirteen studies showed gains
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in computational skills when calculators were used in
instruction; three showed improvements in students' attitudes
toward mathematics. Less able students appeared to gain more
from using calculators in instruction. The evidence regarding
improvements in problem-solving performance was inconclusive.

Etlinger (1974) sees two roles for the use of calculators in
mathematics instruction; the functional and pedagogical. The
functional role foresees calculators being used to perform all
mental calculations in solving problems. The pedagogical role
foresees calculators being used as a tool to facilitate learning.
The first role is likely to be unacceptable in most developing
countries, and the second one is likely to be suspect.

If we ignore the possibilities offered by hand-held
calculators we may miss an opportunity to improve the external
efficiency of education in those settings where the majority of
children leave school du:ring the first few grades. In these
situations, number facts are often poorly acquired and
computational skill is weak. PrGficiency in the use of
calculators would give those childien who receive no further
education a means to solve many of the arithmetic problems they
will encounter on the job and in daily life. Although this would
create a dependency on an external device, there is no social
stigma associated with using calculators for purposes of daily
computation. And just as those of us who wear eyeglasses find
this dependency preferable to not seeing properly, it is likely
that being able to solve problems by using an inexpensive
electronic device is preferable to not being able to solve the
problems at all.

Perhaps "calculator literacy" should be taught in addition
to basic mathematics. The use of calculators might kindle
interest in and facilitate learning of more sophisticated
mathematics than is now generally achieved in most of the primar
schools in developing countries.

Hand-held Electronic Devices as a Policy Option. Further
experimental work with electronic learning aids in classrooms in
developing countries is necessary before recommending to
educational policy makers that they be used. There appears to be
little interest in shaping this technology to make it a
practical, affordable, and effective alternative within primary
school instruction in developing countries.

Similarly, educational policy makers are likely to have a
difficult time exploiting the educational potential of
inexpensive calculators. It may be difficult or impossible to
convince teachers and parents that learning to use calculators is
not detrimental to the development of computational skill or to
demonstrate the advantages of "calculator literacy." Moreover,
the use of calculators would have to be contained in an
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instructinnal program. The development costs and the costs and
administrative burden for training teachers and producing and
distributing the materials required for such a program are likely
to detract from the attractiveness of using this technology for
instructional purposes in the classroom.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

Our purpose in this review was to determine how and to what
extent learning technology in the form of instructional hardware
is or might be significantly involved in the production of
learning in primary school classrooms in developing countries.
We have looked in some detail at the past experience of several
countries and have tried to look ahead at the likely directions
and possible consequences of the introduction of the devices of
the "second electronic revolution." We reached numerous
conclusions throughout the review about how the use of
instructional hardware relates or might relate to the production
of learning at various points in the process. We will close with
some general conclusions and observations.

We defined instructional hardware as electronic presenters
of instructional sequences that are significant enough in scope
and curricular content to constitute an alternative to lessons
usually provided by teachers or textbooks and similar printed
materials. We find that the experience just reviewed points to
the importance of the word alternative.

We found that instructional hardware has not been used in a
way that would constitute a complete alternative to formal school
instruction delivered by teachers. The one possible exception to
this is RADECO, in the Dominican Republic, where learning by
radio takes place in makeshift schools supervised by
paraprofessionals. Even here, however, radio instruction is
limited to one hour per day and is not meant to constitute a
complete alternative to formal primary schools. The strategy for
extending primary education by using instructional hardware as a
lams costly alternative to formal schools remains largely
untried.

We did find that instructional hardware, especially
television, has been used as a primary means of delivery in
systems-wide attempts to upgrade the quality of primary school
instruction. In several cases, this was in response to large
shortages of trained teachers. Here, the use of instructional
hardware was not intended to constitute an alternative to
conventional instruction but as a component of a strategy that
often included improvement of conventional instruction through
such means as teacher training. It appears that as levels of
teacher training rise or the numbers of certified teachers in the
system grow, teachers resist (usually successfully) the use of
television as a primary means of delivering school instruction.
Few developing countries face the situation they did in the
sixties where there were often massive shortages of trained
teachers, low numbers of children enrolled in school, and very
little perceived relevance or quality in the curriculum. The
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conditions favorable for a strategy where instructional hardware
is used as a catalyst in multi-faceted reform of all or part of
an entire educational system have largely disappeared.

Instructional hardware appears to be most commonly used to
deliver instruction that is not an alternative to, but rather an
r'ternative within, regular school instruction. Within the
context of regular school instruction, learning technology
delivered through instructional hardware makes it possible to
provide productive periods of instructional time superior to what
routinely takes place in the usual primary school classroom in a
developing country. These periods (where they have been
delivered with instructional hardware) typically vary in duration
from an hour per week to an hour per day. Often these periods
have led to large gains in student achievement during the course
of a school year. Our companion review, "Review on the Soft
Technologies of Learning," suggests that these productive periods
of instructional time result from application of methods and
techniques emanating from our knowledge of the learning process.
In the present review, we have found that these enriched segments
of instruction can be delivered with varying degrees of
efficiency with the us* of instructional hardware.

The idea of productive periods of instructional time,
delivered as an alternative within regular school instruction, is
acknowledged in the BRIDGES model of learning production. The
learning technology cluster of variables is conceived as being
separate from (but related to) other "within school" variables.
Learning technology should arguably be conceived as intrinsically
involved in, and not separate from, such things as classroom
management and instructional materials. The evidence, however,
suggests the existence and potential effectiveness of a "within
school" alternative provided by the application of learning
technology during part of the school day.

In the future, whether learning technology delivered through
instructional hardware will be used less for quality enhancement
within the context of regular school instruction and more as an
alternative to conventional instruction will probably depend on
how well resources for education keep up with demographics. Up
to now, using instructional hardware as an alternative to
conventional school instruction has not been compelling for most
developing countries. In the future, however, instruction
delivered thrcugh instructional hardware may be an alternative to
providing nothing, and the use of instructional hardware could
well be not just compelling but inevitable.
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IX. AGENDA FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND IMPLEMENTATION

The preceding analysis, conclusions, and observations
point to recommendations for an agenda for future research and
implementation for using instructional hardware to improve and
extend primary education in developing countries. It is a joint
agenda for investigators and policy makers--a short list of what
we believe to be the most promising avenues of activity.

We would first note that the use of instructional hardware
is likely to be more attractive at post-primary levels.
Interventions that rely on child/machine interaction are likely
to be seen by many as incompatible with primary school's
traditional mission of socialization of the child--no matter how
effective the intervention proves to be. Nevertheless, in
situations where there is acceptance that productive periods of
instructional time mediated by the use of instructional hardware
are either desirable, inevitable, or both, we contend the
following.

Of the instructional hardware we reviewed, radio continues
to offer the most promise of being an effective and affordable
deliverer of instruction on a mass scale. The interactive radio
model has set a standard.against which the success of future
applications may be judged. For the future, the priorities for
research and implementation for the use of radio in primary
education in developing countries are these four:

o More needs to be learned about the experience
of all those countries reportedly using radio
for primary school education but whose
experience does not figure into the
literature. How extensive is this
experience? What are the successful models?
Do they Ethers common characteristics? What
lessons can be drawn so as to allow greater
generalization about the use of radio in
primary school education in developing
countries?

o We need to have a better understanding of the
barriers to acceptance of the interactive
radio model. At the moment, we can only
speculate why more countries have not decided
to adopt the model. In view of the
investments already made and the results that
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have been achieved, speculation is no
substitute for empirical investigation.

o The RADECO model for extending primary
education through radio seems especially
promising and likely to be relevant for
countries that come to experience difficulty
in stretching resources to keep pace with
population growth. Assistance should be
provided to countries prepared to adopt or
adapt the RADECO model and share this
experience with the international community.

o It would be useful to investigate the
introduction and implementation of the
interactive model following a strategy that
is less concerned with demonstrating radio's
effectiveness (this has already been
demonstrated) and more concerned with
demonstrating the development of local
expertise, commitment to quality,
identification with the lessons produced, and
sustainable institutional capacity for future
implementation.

The other area on the joint agenda for research and
implementation with respect to instructional hardware and primary
education in developing countries has to do with future
applications of computers and associated technologies. Although
the industrialized nat4,ons are selling an increasingly large
number of computers to developing countries, very little
assistance is being provided to investigate how computers might
be used most productively in classrooms. We recommend
exploration in four areas:

o We must look for viable and affordable uses
of the computer in situations where only one
or a few microcomputers can be introduced.
What difference does it make to have a
computer present in the school? Can
effective activities for individuals, groups,
or the entire class be designed so as to
revolve around the use of a single
microcomputer?

o We need to discover the most effective
approaches that integrate computer literacy
and direct instruction in traditional school
subjects.

o In countries where successful national or
regional curriculum development activities
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(such as in the Caribbean) heive produced
materials that are widely used, it would be
useful to explore the development of related,
high quality educational software. It would
be unfortunate if decisions about the
potential effectiveness of computers in
education in developing countries are made
entirely on the basis of software produced
for markets in industrialized societies.

o Some attention should be given to the effects
of using computers for primary education
indirectly through teacher education. The
use of computers, especially if linked to
videodiscs, would be feasible, manageable,
and affordable for many individual or groups
of teachers' colleges. Such applications
would allow the modeling of effective and
ineffective teaching behaviors and a good
means to teach methods for diagnosis of, pupil
difficulties in different subjects.
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